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Abstract

The Location Stack
by Jeffrey Hightower
Chair of Supervisory Committee:
Professor Gaetano Borriello
Computer Science & Engineering

Many emerging mobile computing applications need to know the physical locations of
people and devices. For example, mobile workers want to automatically annotate photographs or documents with a “place of creation” property to enable indexing and retrieval.
This sort of need has inspired development of many systems to automatically locate people,
devices, and other objects. The most well-known system is perhaps the Global Positioning
System (GPS), a satellite-based location service. Because each approach solves a different
problem or supports different applications, they vary widely in many parameters.
Not surprisingly, no location system produces error-free measurements or is ideal in
all situations. For example, GPS receivers are ineffective indoors while infrared proximity
badge systems, which do work well indoors, use infrastructure too cumbersome to deploy
ubiquitously. Furthermore, many systems use idiosyncratic software metaphors and stovepiped designs making flexibility low and reuse difficult. What is needed is (a) a software
framework allowing multiple sensing technologies to exist under a single Location Programming Interface and (b) probabilistic algorithms to implement this framework and handle
uncertain sensor information. This dissertation addresses both needs.
The Location Stack is a six-layer software framework for building location-enhanced
computing systems. It is motivated by a taxonomy and survey of existing location systems presented in this dissertation. The Location Stack has impacted the field including

commercial adoption by Intel, research adoption by the Place Lab project, and community
adoption of our publicly available probabilistic location-estimation library. The Location
Stack partitions research and development problems appropriately, standardizes vocabulary,
and promotes hardware and software reuse.
This dissertation also studies how to implement the Location Stack. Empirical analyses
show that particle filters, an instance of a class of estimation algorithms called Bayes filters, are accurate, flexible, and practical tools to manage measurement uncertainty, perform
multi-sensor fusion, and support rich location programming interfaces on heterogeneous devices. Additional collaborative work shows how to increase the performance of particle filters
using learned motion and addresses the previously challenging goal of fusing anonymous and
identity-certain location sensors.
Future directions include algorithmic performance improvements, developing a “place”
abstraction on coordinates, and encouraging public adoption of location-enhanced computing.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

To serve us well, emerging mobile computing applications will need to know the physical
location of things so that they can record them and report them to us: Is anyone on my
buddy-list nearby with their cell phone? Where is my toddler? Where did I take these
photographs? How should firefighters move to quickly locate all the trapped persons? How
do I find my way to the nearest coffee house? What is the best route to the restaurant
given current traffic? Researchers are working to answer these and similar questions by
developing systems and technologies to automatically locate people, equipment, and other
tangible objects.
Indeed, many systems over the years have addressed the problem of automatic location
sensing. Examples of location sensing technologies discussed in this dissertation include the
Global Positioning System (GPS) [64, 6, 73] , infrared badges [95, 97], ultrasound badges
[78, 2], WiFi network devices [7, 13, 87], computer vision [17], and many others. Because
each approach solves a slightly different problem or supports different applications, they
vary in many parameters such as the physical phenomena used for location determination,
form factor of the sensing apparatus, power requirements, infrastructure versus portable
elements, resolution in time and space, and software programming interface. In general, the
location estimation problem involves:

1. a set of one or more objects whose location must be estimated

2. a set of potentially heterogeneous location sensors,

3. a sequence of measurements generated by the sensors about the objects,
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4. a motion model for the various objects, and
5. an algorithm to update an object’s position given a new measurement, the sensor
type, and the elapsed time since the last measurement.
There are important issues to resolve for every part of the problem. How many objects
can be located and at what level of granularity? How can heterogeneous sensor measurements be combined? How are the measurements collected and where is the location estimation computation performed? Are there a limited set of motion models? How is the result of
the positioning algorithm presented to applications (e.g., a single point, a geometric region,
or a probability distribution)? How can we build location-aware applications in a flexible
and extensible manner?
More generally, location estimation is important to emerging applications because location is an important part of a user’s context. Context-aware applications [88, 30] can
be more proactive in gathering and adapting information for the user if they have location
estimates accurate to an appropriate grain-size. By being location-aware, these applications
can more seamlessly blend into the user’s tasks and minimize distraction. In fact, many
applications may act autonomously without requiring explicit action from the user. For
example, a location-aware to-do list can compare the user’s position against items in the
list and alert the user when she is at a location where that task can be completed.
To make sense of this large domain, this dissertation begins with background concepts.
Chapter 2 contributes an extensive survey of existing location systems and a taxonomy to
help developers of location-aware applications better evaluate their options when choosing
a location system. Two open problems emerge from this survey. First, software design
abstractions have become a critical factor in location systems and current approaches are
inadequate. Second, because no location sensor takes perfect measurements or works well
in all situations, mobile computing needs a good way to handle sensor error by combining
or fusing measurements taken by multiple sensors. This dissertation addresses both these
problems. Specifically, this dissertation seeks to confirm two theses:
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Thesis A A six-layered model of standard abstractions and interfaces is better than current
stove-piped and data-driven methods of building location systems.
Thesis B Particle filtering, an estimation technique popularized by the robotics community, is a good location sensing and fusion technique for ubiquitous computing.
To validate Thesis A we introduce the Location Stack shown in Figure 1.1. The Location Stack is a six-layered software model for location-enhanced computing. Many deployed
systems are stove-piped, that is, the application and sensing technology are coupled so that
it is difficult to change sensors and still be able to use the same application. An example is
GPS navigation systems in automobiles that would need to be greatly revised if they were
to use proximity to radio sources instead of or in addition to GPS as the primary source
of location information. The Location Stack makes stove-piped software unnecessary by
providing convenient design abstractions ranging from sensor hardware at the lowest level
to activity inference at the top. The Location Stack provides a common vocabulary, allows
appropriate partitioning of research and development problems, and encourages interoperability of location enhanced computing technologies. Chapter 3 describes the Location
Stack and the research methodology used in its creation.
Chapter 3 also evaluates the Location Stack and discusses related work. The Location
Stack has been adopted by research and commercial location systems and has made a
significant impact on the field including commercial adoption by Intel, research adoption
by the Place Lab project, and community adoption through our publicly available location
estimation library. To evaluate utility of the Location Stack design abstractions we examine
the most significant of these adoptions, Intel’s Universal Location Framework. ULF provides
mobile users with a seamless handoff between location services as they move their client
devices between indoor and outdoor environments. Specifically, it fuses readings from a
GPS receiver outdoors with WiFi signal-strength triangulation when indoors. The uniform
programming interface provides a most-likely position estimate along with a measure of
uncertainty.
Because no location sensor takes perfect measurements or works well in all situations,
location estimates always have some amount of quantifiable uncertainty. Unfortunately,
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Figure 1.1: The Location Stack is the software design framework contributed by this dissertation. The Location Stack has been adopted by research and commercial location systems
and has made an impact on the field.

current location systems often ignore error or convey it arbitrarily simply to characterize
the system’s overall accuracy. Instead, we argue that representing and operating on location
probability distributions directly using estimation techniques such as Bayes filters is key
in any system built on sensors. Bayes filters are an approach adopted by the robotics
community with great success for locating mobile robots using uncertain sensors. Chapter 4
discusses sensor uncertainty and presents a survey of Bayes filters and the many ways they
can be used for location estimation in mobile and ubiquitous computing.
The survey of Bayes filters sets up this dissertation’s attestation of Thesis B in Chapter 5. This chapter presets a detailed case study of applying particle filters, an instance of
Bayes filter popularized by the mobile robotics community, to location sensing for ubiquitous
computing. We demonstrate that particle filters are an excellent probabilistic algorithm for
location estimation in ubiquitous computing and a good way to implement the Location
Stack’s Fusion layer. Three axes are analyzed:

Accuracy Empirical analyses demonstrate that particle filters offer an accuracy and utility
improvement to standard deterministic algorithms.
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Practicality Probabilistic methods like particle filters do require more computation and
memory than most deterministic algorithms, but analyses show that performance is
sufficient for real scenarios on real computing devices ranging from small handheld
computers positioning themselves to large servers locating many mobile objects. We
also present an enhancement to increase performance under certain assumptions using
graph-like structures of feasible locations in the environment.
Flexibility Particle filters’ affordance for sensor fusion lets developers choose to deploy
heterogeneous sensing hardware as needed to minimize cost, increase reliability, or
increase coverage as needed.
Chapter 6 expands on the techniques used to verify Thesis B. In this chapter, we
demonstrate the flexibility of probabilistic Bayesian filtering techniques for tasks beyond
simply estimating the location of objects. Referenced to the Location Stack, these issues
fall at the Arrangements layer and above. Because particle filters inherently represent
probability distributions, they can provide a probabilistic version of established spatial
reasoning queries such as containment and proximity. This enhancement allows applications
developers to extend user interfaces to indicate the system’s confidence in its inference and
the viability of alternative hypotheses. It also enables machine learning of higher-level
information like context and activities. We shows how graph-like structures of environments
can also be used to do unsupervised learning of long-term motion patterns. In addition, we
present a technique to include anonymous sensor data, that is, sensors which lack identity
information about the objects in their purview. Specifically, we show how to fuse anonymous
but highly accurate scanning laser range-finders with identity-certain but comparatively less
accurate infrared and ultrasound badge systems.
Chapter 7 discusses avenues for future research including algorithmic work to improve
the performance of sampling algorithms like particle filters, research to meet the need of
emerging applications for a ”place” abstraction on coordinates, and work to encourage major
public adoption of location-enhanced computing.
Both the research community and developers in industry have identified a clear and
present need for a standard programming framework for location-aware computing. By
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encouraging system designers to use the Location Stack abstractions with a probabilistic
implementation like particle filters, this dissertation makes the first significant step toward
adopting location as a standard system service, the way we now think of processing, storage,
authentication, communication, or graphics.

7

Chapter 2
A TAXONOMY AND SURVEY OF LOCATION SYSTEMS

This chapter surveys the many approaches, systems, and technologies for location sensing. Specifically, Section 2.1 presents the basic techniques, such as triangulation, used for
sensing the locations of physical objects. Section 2.2 defines a taxonomy by examining issues in location system implementations. Section 2.3 then surveys important commercial
and research location systems and places them in the taxonomy. In Section 2.4, we show
the taxonomy’s utility through an example of choosing a location-sensing system for a hypothetical application. Section 2.5 concludes the chapter and identifies open problems to
motivate the two theses of this dissertation. Some material in this chapter is expanded from
our survey paper on location technology previously published in IEEE Computer magazine
[46].

2.1

Location Sensing Techniques

Triangulation, proximity, and fingerprinting are the three principal sensing techniques for
automatic location-estimation. Location systems may employ them individually or in combination. For each technique we describe its basic concepts, list some implementation technologies, and give examples of location systems which use the technique.

2.1.1

Triangulation

The triangulation location-sensing technique uses the geometric properties of triangles to
compute objects’ locations. Triangulation is divisible into the sub-categories of lateration,
using distance measurements, and angulation, using primarily angle or bearing measurements.
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Figure 2.1: Determining 2D position using lateration requires distance measurements between the object ’X’ and 3 non-collinear points.

Lateration
We define the term lateration to mean for distance measurements what angulation means
for angles. Lateration computes the position of an object by measuring its distance from
multiple reference positions. Calculating an object’s position in two dimensions requires
distance measurements from 3 non-collinear points as shown in Figure 2.1. In 3 dimensions,
distance measurements from 4 non-coplanar points are required. Domain-specific knowledge may reduce the number of required distance measurements. For example, the Active
Bat Location System measures distance from indoor mobile tags, called Bats, to a grid of
ceiling mounted ultrasound sensors [44]. A Bat’s 3-dimensional position can be determined
using only 3 distance measurements because the sensors in the ceiling are always above the
receiver. The geometric ambiguity of only 3 distance measurements can be resolved because
the Bat is known to be below the sensors and not in the alternate possible position on the
next floor or roof above the sensor grid.
There are three general approaches to measuring the distances required by the lateration
technique.
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1. Direct. Direct measurement of distance uses a physical action or movement. For
example, a robot can extend a probe until it touches something solid or take measurements with a tape measure. Direct distance measurements are simple to understand
but difficult to obtain automatically due to the complexities involved in coordinating
autonomous physical movement.

2. Time-of-Flight. Measuring distance from an object to some point P using time-offlight means measuring the time it takes to travel between the object and point P
at a known velocity. The object itself may be moving, such as an airplane traveling
at a known velocity for a given time interval, or, as is more typical, the object is
approximately stationary and we are instead observing the difference in transmission
and arrival time of an emitted signal. For example, sound waves have a velocity of
approximately 344 meters per second in 21◦ C air. Therefore, an ultrasound pulse sent
by an object and arriving at point P 14.5 milliseconds later allows us to conclude that
the object is 5 meters away from point P . Measuring the time-of-flight of light or
radio is also possible but requires clocks with much higher resolution (by six orders of
magnitude) then those used for timing ultrasound since a light pulse emitted by the
object has a velocity of 299,792,458 meters per second and will travel the 5 meters to
point P in 16.7 nanoseconds. Also, depending on the capabilities of the object and the
receiver at point P , it may be necessary to measure a round-trip delay corresponding
to twice the distance.
Ignoring pulses arriving at point P via an indirect (and hence longer) path caused
by reflections in the environment is often a significant challenge in measuring time-offlight since direct and reflected pulses look identical. Active Bats and others statistically prune away reflected measurements by aggregating multiple receivers’ measurements and by observing and estimating the environment’s reflective properties.
Another issue in taking time-of-flight measurements is agreement about the time.
When only one measurement is needed, as with round-trip sound or radar reflections,
“agreement” is simple because the transmitting object is also the receiver and must
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simply maintain its own time with sufficient precision to compute the distance. However, in a system like GPS the receiver is not time-synchronized with the satellite
transmitters and thus cannot precisely measure the time it took the signal to reach
the ground from space. Therefore, GPS satellites are precisely synchronized with
each other and transmit their local time in the signal allowing receivers to compute
the difference in time-of-flight. GPS receivers can compute their 3-dimensional position (latitude, longitude, and elevation) using 4 satellites. The satellites are always
above the receivers so only 3 satellites would normally be required to provide distance
measurements in order to estimate a 3D position. However, in GPS, a fourth satellite
measurement is required to allow the receiver to solve for the fourth unknown, the error between the receiver clock and the synchronized satellite clocks – a system of four
equations (4 satellite signals) and four unknowns (X, Y, Z, and transmission time).
Refer to [27] for an excellent summary of GPS theory. To maintain synchronization,
each of the 27 GPS satellites contains four cesium/rubidium atomic clocks which are
locally averaged to maintain a time accuracy of 1 part in 1013 seconds. Furthermore,
United States Air Force GPS ground control synchronizes each satellite daily to the
more accurate atomic clocks at the US Naval Observatory.
Time-of-flight location-sensing systems include GPS, the Active Bat Location System [44], the Cricket Location Support System [78], Bluesoft [55], and PulsON Time
Modulated Ultra Wideband technology [76].

3. Attenuation. The intensity of an emitted signal decreases as the distance from
the emission source increases. The decrease relative to the original intensity is the
attenuation. Given a function correlating attenuation and distance for a type of
emission and the original strength of the emission, it is possible to estimate the distance
from an object to some point P by measuring the strength of the emission when it
reaches P . For example, a free space radio signal emitted by an object will theoretically
be attenuated by a factor proportional to 1/r2 when it reaches point P at distance r
from the object.
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Figure 2.2: This example of 2D angulation illustrates locating object ’X’ using angles relative
to a 0◦ reference vector and the distance between two reference points. 2D angulation always
requires at least two angle and one distance measurement to unambiguously locate an object.

In environments with many obstructions such as an indoor office space, measuring distance using attenuation is usually less accurate than time-of-flight. Signal propagation
issues such as reflection, refraction, and multipath cause the attenuation to correlate
poorly with distance resulting in inaccurate and imprecise distance estimates.
Angulation
Angulation is similar to lateration except, instead of distances, angles are primarily used
for determining the position of an object. In general, two dimensional angulation requires
two angle measurements and one length measurement such as the distance between the
reference points as shown in Figure 2.2. In three dimensions, one length measurement, one
azimuth measurement, and two angle measurements are needed to specify a precise position.
Angulation implementations sometimes choose to designate a constant reference vector (e.g.
magnetic north) as 0◦ .
Phased antenna arrays are an excellent enabling technology for the angulation technique.
Multiple antennas with known separation measure the time of arrival of a signal emitted
by or reflected off of an object. Given the differences in arrival times and the geometry of
the receiving array, it is then possible to compute the angle from which the signal arrived
at the array. If there are enough elements in the array and large enough separations, the
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angulation calculation can be performed.
The VHF Omnidirectional Ranging (VOR) aircraft navigation system is a different example of the angulation technique. As any pilot knows, VOR stations are ground-based
transmitters in known locations which repeatedly broadcast 2 simultaneous signal pulses.
The first signal is an omnidirectional reference containing the station’s identity. The second
signal is swept rapidly through 360◦ like the light from a lighthouse at a rate such that the
signals are in phase at magnetic north and 180◦ out of phase to the south. By measuring
the phase shift, aircraft listening to a VOR station can compute their “radial,” the compass
angle formed by the direct vector to the VOR station and magnetic north, to an accuracy
of 1◦ . Aircraft location can be computed via angulation using 2 VOR stations. VHF radio signals are limited to line-of-sight reception and the range of the transmitted signals is
40-130 nautical miles.

2.1.2

Proximity

A proximity location-sensing technique entails determining when an object is “near” a
known location. The object’s presence is sensed using a physical phenomenon with limited
range. There are three general approaches to sensing proximity:

1. Detecting physical contact. Detecting physical contact with an object is the most
basic sort of proximity sensing. Technologies for sensing physical contact include pressure sensors, touch sensors, and capacitive field detectors. Capacitive field detection
has been used to implement a Touch Mouse [53] and Contact, a system for intra-body
data communication among objects in direct contact with a person’s skin [71].

2. Monitoring wireless cellular access points. Monitoring when a mobile device
is in range of one or more access points in a wireless cellular network is another
implementation of the proximity location technique and is illustrated by Figure 2.3.
Examples of such systems include the Active Badge Location System [95] and the
Xerox ParcTAB System [97], both using diffuse infrared cells in an office environment,
and the Carnegie Mellon Wireless Andrew [52] using campus-wide 802.11 wireless radio
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Figure 2.3: Objects ’X’, ’Y’, and ’Z’ are located by monitoring their connectivity to one
or more access point in a wireless cellular network. The cell geometry is an artifact of the
wireless technology used in the implementation. For example, a radio cellular network cell
may have the shape of the region containing object ’X’ while diffuse infrared in a room is
constrained by the walls resulting in a square shape.

beacons.
3. Observing automatic ID systems. A third variant of the proximity locationsensing technique uses automatic identification systems such as credit card point-ofsale terminals, computer login histories, land-line telephone records, electronic card
lock logs, and identification tags such as electronic highway E-Toll systems, UPC product codes, and injectable livestock identification capsules [96]. If the device scanning
the label, interrogating the tag, or monitoring the transaction has a known location,
the location of the mobile object can be inferred.

Proximity approaches may need to be combined with identification systems if they do
not include a method for identification in the proximity detection. For example, the Contact
system [71] enables communication between objects a user is touching and all these objects
can exchange identification information over the same communication channel. Livestock
tags have unique signatures identifying individual animals. Similarly for cell phones. In
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contrast, the Touch Mouse and pressure sensors, require an auxiliary identification system
since the method used to detect proximity does not provide identification directly.

2.1.3

Fingerprinting

The fingerprinting location-sensing technique does not refer to human fingerprints. Rather,
it describes the technique of using the appearance or signature of sensor data to draw
conclusions about the location of the observer or the position of objects in a scene. Usually
the sensor data is simplified to obtain features that are easy to represent and compare, for
example, the shape of horizon silhouettes such as Figure 2.4 as seen by a vehicle mounted
camera [12] or the light characteristics of the environment as seen by a body-worn device
[20]. In static fingerprinting, observed features are indexed in a predefined dataset that
maps them to object locations. In contrast, differential fingerprinting tracks the difference
between successive sets of observations to estimate location. Differences often correspond to
movements of the observer and if features in the scenes are known to be at specific positions,
the observer can compute its own position relative to them.
The advantage of fingerprinting is that the location of objects can be inferred using
passive observation and done using features that need not directly correspond to geometric
angles or distances. As we saw in the previous sections, measuring geometric quantities often
requires motion or the emission of signals, both of which can require more battery power or
compromise privacy. The disadvantage of fingerprinting is that the observer needs to have
access to the features of the environment against which it will compare its observed scenes.
Furthermore, changes to the environment in a way that alters the perceived features of the
scenes may necessitate reconstruction of the predefined dataset or retrieval of an entirely
new fingerprint dataset.
The scene itself can consist of visual images, such as frames captured by a wearable
camera [92], or any other measurable physical phenomena, such as the electromagnetic
characteristics that occur when an object is at a particular position and orientation. The
Microsoft Research RADAR location system is an example of the latter. RADAR uses a
dataset of signal strength measurements created by observing the radio transmissions of an
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Figure 2.4: Horizon shapes extracted from a visual scene can be used statically to look
up the observer’s location from a prebuilt dataset or dynamically to compute movement
of the vehicle mounted camera. This is an example of the fingerprinting location sensing
technique.

802.11 wireless networking device at many positions and orientations throughout a building
[7]. The location of 802.11 client devices can then be computed by performing optimized
table lookup on the prebuilt fingerprinting dataset. The observed features, signal strength
values in RADAR’s case, correlate with particular locations in the building but do not
directly map to geometric lengths and angles describing those locations.
2.2

A Taxonomy of Location System Properties

A broad set of issues arises when we discuss and classify location system implementations.
These issues are generally independent of the technologies or techniques a system uses.
Although certainly not all orthogonal, nor equally applicable to every system, the classification axes we present in this section do form a reasonable taxonomy for characterizing or
evaluating location systems.
The Global Positioning System is perhaps the most widely publicized location-sensing
system. GPS provides an excellent lateration framework for determining geographic po-
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sitions. The worldwide satellite constellation has reliable and ubiquitous coverage and,
assuming a differential reference or use of the Wide Area Augmentation System, allows
receivers to compute their location to within 1 to 5 meters [23]. Aircraft, hikers, searchand-rescue teams, and rental cars all currently use GPS. Given its celebrity, we use GPS as
a running example to introduce our classifiers.

2.2.1

Physical Position versus Symbolic Place

A location system can provide two kinds of information: physical and symbolic. GPS
provides physical positions. For example, our building is situated at at 47◦ 390 17”N by
122◦ 180 23”W , at a 20.5-meter elevation. In contrast, place encompasses abstract ideas of
where something is: in the kitchen, in Kalamazoo, next to a mailbox, at work, on a train
approaching Denver.
A system providing a physical position can usually be augmented to provide place with
additional information, infrastructure, or both. For example, a laptop equipped with a GPS
receiver can access a separate database that contains the dimensions and geometric service
regions of other objects to provide applications with symbolic information [16]. Linking realtime train positions to the reservation and ticketing database can help locate a passenger
on a train.
Position to place is a one-to-many mapping. For example, one application can use a single
GPS physical position to find the closest printer, while another may link the same position
with calendar information to provide information about that person’s current activity. The
distinction between physical position and symbolic place is more pronounced with some
technologies than others. GPS is clearly a physical-positioning technology. Point-of-sale
logs, bar code scanners, and systems that monitor computer login activity are symbolic
location technologies mostly based on proximity to known objects. However, some systems
such as Cricket can be used in either mode, depending on their specific configuration. For
example, several crickets in the environment can be used by a mobile device to triangulate
its position. Alternatively, a single cricket can be configured to broadcast the name of the
place or object to which it is attached in which case the mobile device computes its distance
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from that place instead of a numberic position.
The resolution of physical-positioning systems can have implications for the definitiveness of the symbolic information they can be used to derive. For example, knowing where a
person is inside a building, to within 10 meters, may be ineffective in placing that person in
a specific room because of the position of walls within that 10-meter range. Purely symbolic
location systems typically provide only very coarse-grained physical positions. Using them
often requires multiple readings or sensors to increase accuracy – such as using multiple
overlapping proximity sensors to detect someone’s position within a room.

2.2.2

Absolute versus Relative

An absolute location system uses a shared map or reference for all located objects. For
example, all GPS receivers use latitude, longitude, and altitude – or their equivalents,
such as Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates – for reporting location. Two
GPS receivers placed at the same position will report equivalent position readings, and
47◦ 390 17”N by 122◦ 180 23”W refers to the same place regardless of GPS receiver assuming
that each receiver is configured to use the same map datum. Latitude and longitude or
UTM coordinates are referenced to a given map datum such as World Geodic System 1984
(WGS84) or North American Datum 1927 (NAD27). A datum is the model of the earth or
ground created by a survey and used to reference features on the ground to coordinates on
the map. In the continental US there can be up to 200 meters difference between WGS84
and NAD27 for a given latitude and longitude.
In a relative system, each object can have its own frame of reference. For example, a
mountain rescue team searching for avalanche victims can use handheld computers to locate
victims’ avalanche transceivers. Each rescuer’s device reports the victims’ position relative
to itself.
An absolute location can be transformed into a relative location – relative to a second
reference point, that is. However, a second absolute location is not always available. In
reverse, we can use triangulation to determine an absolute position from multiple relative
readings if we know the absolute position of the reference points. But we often cannot know
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these positions if the reference points are themselves mobile. Thus, the absolute versus
relative distinction denotes primarily what information is available and how the system
uses it rather than any innate capabilities.
A reserach area which further explores the idea of relative location is Ad Hoc Location
Sensing. This approach to locating objects without drawing on the infrastructure or central
control borrows ideas from the ad hoc networking research community. In a purely ad hoc
location-sensing system, all of the entities become mobile objects with the same sensors and
capabilities. To estimate their locations, objects cooperate with other nearby objects by
sharing sensor data to factor out overall measurement error. In this way, a cluster of ad
hoc objects converges to an accurate estimate of all nearby objects’ positions. Objects in
the cluster are located relative to one another or absolutely if some objects in the cluster
occupy known locations.
The techniques for building ad hoc systems include triangulation, fingerprinting, or proximity. The research of Doherty et al. [31] and Bulusu et al. [18] explores ad hoc proximity
systems that consider variants of the following question: Given a set S of tiny sensor devices
and a proximity model of radio connectivity, such as a sphere or circle with a fixed radius,
if we know that s0 . . . sn , si ⊂ S are subsets of sensors in proximity to one another, how
accurately can we infer the relative location of all sensors in set S?
Doherty et al. present an algorithmic approach to this problem as well as a framework
for describing error bounds on the computed locations. Bulusu et al. extend this basic
connectivity notion by adding an ideal theoretical model of outdoor radio behavior and a
regular grid of reference nodes at known locations. A previous project of ours called SpotON
explored ad hoc lateration with low-cost tags. SpotON tags used radio signal attenuation
to estimate inter-tag distance [51]. SpotON exploited the density of tags and correlation
of multiple measurements to improve both accuracy and precision. The SpotON radio and
signal strength measurement circuitry were both adopted by the Berkeley motes. Figure 2.5
shows a SpotON tag. For modern research in the ad hoc networking space, see the work of
Savvides and colleagues [84, 86, 85].
Sensing object locations with no fixed infrastructure represents a highly scalable and lowcost approach. In the future, infrastructural systems could incorporate ad hoc concepts to
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Figure 2.5: A SpotON ad hoc radio tag. These tags use radio signal attenuation to perform
ad hoc lateration. Clusters of tags cooperate to factor out measurement errors for all tag
positions.

increase accuracy or reduce cost. For example, it might be possible for a system like Active
Bats to use a sparser ceiling-mounted ultrasound receiver grid if Bats could also accurately
measure their distance from other Bats and share this information with the infrastructure.

2.2.3

Localized Location Computation

Some systems provide a location capability and insist that the object being located actually computes its own position. This model provides some level of privacy protection by
mandating that no other entity may know where the located object is unless the object
specifically takes action to publish that information. For example, orbiting GPS satellites
have no knowledge about who uses the signals they transmit. Online map servers such as
MapPoint.net and old-fashioned road atlases and print maps also fall into this category.
In contrast, some systems require the located object to periodically broadcast, respond
with, or otherwise emit telemetry to allow the external infrastructure to locate it. The
infrastructure can find objects in its purview without directly involving the objects in the
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computation. Personal-badge-location systems fit into this category, as do bar codes and
the radio frequency identification tags that prevent merchandise theft, track shipments,
and help identify livestock in the field [25, 54]. Placing the burden on the infrastructure
decreases the computational and power demands on the objects being located, which makes
many more applications possible due to lower costs and smaller form factors.
The policy for manipulating location data need not be dictated by where the computation
is performed. For example, system-level access control can provide privacy for a movement
history in a personal-location system while still allowing the infrastructure to perform the
location computation. Doing so, however, imposes a requirement of trust in the access
control.

2.2.4

Accuracy and Precision

A location system should report locations accurately and consistently from measurement
to measurement. Some inexpensive GPS receivers can locate positions to within 10 meters
for approximately 95 percent of measurements. More expensive differential units usually
do much better, reaching 1- to 3- meter resolution 99 percent of the time. These distances
denote the precision, or grain size, of the position information GPS can provide. The
percentages denote accuracy, or how often we can expect to get that precision.
Obviously, if we can live with less precision, we may be able to trade it for increased
accuracy. Thus, we really must place the two attributes in a common framework for comparison. To arrive at a concise quantitative summary of accuracy and precision, we need to
assess the error distribution incurred when locating objects, along with any relevant dependencies such as the necessary density of infrastructural elements. For example, “Using five
base stations per 300 square meters of indoor floor space, location-sensing system X can
accurately locate objects within error margins defined by a Gaussian distribution centered
at the objects’ true locations and having a standard deviation of 2 meters.”
Sensor fusion seeks to improve accuracy and precision by integrating many location or
positioning systems to form hierarchical and overlapping levels of resolution. Statistically
merging error distributions of location estimates is an effective way to assess the combined
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effect of multiple sensors. Sensor fusion is a an important topic later in this dissertation.
The ad hoc sensor networking and smart dust community [69] addresses the related issue
of adaptive fidelity. A location system with this ability can adjust its precision in response
to dynamic situations such as partial failures or directives to conserve battery power.
Often, we evaluate a location-sensing system’s accuracy to determine whether it is suitable for a particular application. Motion-capture installations that support computer animation [22] feature centimeter-level spatial positioning and precise temporal resolution, but
most applications do not require this level of accuracy. GPS tags might suffice for species
biologists concerned about the position of a migrating whale pod to a precision of 1 square
kilometer. A personal location system for home or office applications might need enough
accuracy to answer the query, “Which room was I in around noon?” but not “Where, to
the nearest cubic centimeter, was my left thumb at 12:01:34 p.m.?”

2.2.5

Scale

A location-sensing system may be able to locate objects worldwide, within a metropolitan
area, throughout a campus, in a particular building, within a single room, or on a table top.
Further, the number of objects the system can locate with a certain amount of infrastructure
or over a given time may be limited. For example, GPS can serve an unlimited number of
receivers worldwide using 24 satellites plus three redundant backups. On the other hand,
some electronic tag readers cannot read any tag if more than one is within range.
To assess the scale of a location-sensing system, we consider its coverage area per unit
of infrastructure and the number of objects the system can locate per unit of infrastructure
per time interval. Time is an important consideration because of the limited bandwidth
available in sensing objects. For example, a radio-frequency-based technology can only
tolerate a maximum number of communications before the channel becomes congested.
Beyond this threshold, either latency in determining the objects’ positions will increase
or a loss in accuracy will occur because the system calculates the objects’ positions less
frequently.
Systems can often expand to a larger scale by increasing the infrastructure. For ex-
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ample, a tag system that locates objects in a single building can operate on a campus
by outfitting all campus buildings and outdoor areas with the necessary sensor infrastructure. Hindrances to scalability in a location system include not only the infrastructure cost
but also middleware complexity – it may prove difficult to manage the larger and more
distributed databases required for a campus-sized deployment.

2.2.6

Recognition

For applications that need to recognize or classify located objects to take a specific action
based on their location, an automatic identification mechanism is needed. For example,
a modern airport baggage handling system needs to automatically route outbound and
inbound luggage to the correct flight or claim carousel. A proximity-location system consisting of tag scanners installed at key locations along the automatic baggage conveyors
makes recognition a simple matter of printing the appropriate destination codes on the adhesive luggage check stickers. In contrast, GPS satellites have no inherent mechanism for
recognizing individual receivers.
A general technique for providing recognition capability assigns names or globally unique
identifiers (GUID) to objects the system locates. Once a tag, badge, or label on the object
reveals its GUID, the infrastructure can access an external database to look up the name,
type, or other semantic information about the object. It can also combine the GUID with
other contextual information so it can interpret the same object differently under varying
circumstances. For example, a person can retrieve the descriptions of objects in a museum
in a specified language. The infrastructure can also reverse the GUID model to emit IDs
such as URLs that mobile objects can recognize and use [11].
Systems with recognition capability may recognize only some feature types. For example, cameras and vision systems can easily distinguish the color or shape of an object
but cannot automatically recognize individual people or a particular apple drawn from a
bushel basket. Location systems which cannot or choose not to use unique identifiers yet
need to identify or track individual objects must solve the data-association problem. This
problem is well studied in the multi-target tracking community [9, 15, 57, 29]. An instance
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of data-association is presented later in this dissertation in chapter 6 in our work combining
an infrared badge system supplying GUIDs with anonymous scanning laser range-finders.

2.2.7

Cost

We can assess the cost of a location-sensing system in several ways. Time costs include
factors such as the installation process’s length and the system’s administration needs.
Space costs involve the amount of installed infrastructure and the hardware’s size and form
factor. Capital costs include factors such as the price per mobile unit or infrastructure
element and the salaries of support personnel. For example, GPS receivers need an antenna
of sufficient size for adequate satellite reception and may need a second antenna to receive
the land-based differential signal. Support personnel at the US Air Force GPS command
station must regularly monitor the status of the GPS satellites. Further, building and
launching the satellites required a major capital investment by the US government.
A simple civilian GPS receiver costs around $100 and represents the incremental cost
of making a new object positionable independently of its global location. A system that
uses infrared beacons for broadcasting room IDs requires a beacon for every room in which
users want the system to find them. In this case, both the infrastructure and the object the
system locates contribute to the incremental cost.

2.2.8

Limitations

Some systems will not function in certain environments. One difficulty with GPS is that
receivers usually cannot detect the satellites’ transmissions indoors and has difficulties in
urban canyons. This limitation has implications for the kind of applications we can build using GPS. For example, because most wired phones are located indoors, even if its accuracy
and precision were high enough to make it conceivable, GPS does not provide adequate
support for an application that routes phone calls to the land-line phone nearest the intended recipient. A possible solution that maintains GPS interaction yet works indoors
uses Augmented-GPS (A-GPS), a system of satellite repeaters mounted at the edges of
buildings to rebroadcast the signals inside.
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Some tagging systems can read tags properly only when a single tag is present. In some
cases, co-located systems that use the same operating frequency experience interference. In
general, we assess functional limitations by considering the characteristics of the underlying
technologies that implement the location system.

2.3

A Survey of Location Systems

We can use our taxonomy to survey some of the research and commercial location technologies that are representative of the location-sensing field. Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 summarize
the properties of these technologies and a discussion follows. In Table 2.1, the open circles indicate that the systems can be classified as either absolute or relative, and the check-marks
indicate that localized location computation (LLC) or recognition applies to the system.
Physical-symbolic and absolute-relative are paired alternatives, and a system is usually one
or the other in each category.

2.3.1

Active Badge

The first and arguably archetypal indoor badge sensing system, the Active Badge location
system, which was developed at Olivetti Research Laboratory, now AT&T Cambridge [95],
consists of a cellular proximity system that uses diffuse infrared technology. Each person
the system can locate wears a small infrared badge like that shown in Figure 2.6. The badge
emits a globally unique identifier every 10 seconds or on demand. A central server collects
this data from fixed infrared sensors around the building, aggregates it, and provides an
application programming interface for using the data.
The Active Badge system provides absolute location information. A badge’s location is
presented symbolically, representing, for example, the room or other infrared constraining
volume in which the badge is located. The Cambridge group also designed one of the first
large software architectures for handling this type of symbolic location data [43].
As with any diffuse infrared system, Active Badges have difficulty in locations with
fluorescent lighting or direct sunlight because of the spurious infrared emissions these light
sources generate. Diffuse infrared has an effective range of several meters, which limits cell
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Table 2.1: Location system properties.
Technology

Properties

Name
GPS

Technique
Radio

time-of-

Phys

Symb

•

Abs

Rel

•

LLC
√

Recognition

flight lateration
Active Badges

Diffuse

•

infrared

√

•

cellular proximity
Active Bats

Ultrasound

•

•

•

•

•

•

√

time-of-flight
lateration
MotionStar

Scene

analysis,

√

lateration
VHF

Omni.

Angulation

√

Ranging
(VOR)
Cricket

•

Proximity, latera-

◦

◦

√

tion
•

•

RF lateration

•

•

Avalanche

Radio

•

Transceivers

strength proxim-

MSR RADAR

802.11 RF scene

√

analysis & triangulation
PinPoint 3D-

√

iD
signal

•

ity
Easy Living

•

Vision, triangula-

√

•

tion
Smart Floor

Physical

contact

•

√

•

proximity
Automatic ID

Proximity

•

◦

•

•

◦

√

Systems
Wireless An-

802.11

cellular

drew

proximity

E911

Triangulation

•

SpotON

Ad hoc lateration

•

√

√

•
•

√
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Table 2.2: Location system classification criteria (part A).
Technology
Name
GPS

Classification Criteria
Accu & Prec

Scale

1-5 meters (95-
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99%)

worldwide

Cost

satellites

Expensive

Limitations
in-

Not indoors

frastructure,
$100 receivers

Active Badges

Room size

1 base per room,

Administration

Sunlight & fluo-

badge per base

costs,

rescent interfer-

per 10 sec

tags & bases

cheap

ence

with

in-

frared
Active Bats

3-4cm (95%)

1

base

per

Administration

Required ceiling

10m2 , 25 com-

costs,

sensor grids

putations

tags & sensors

per

cheap

room per sec
MotionStar

◦

1mm, 1ms, 0.1

Controller

per

Controlled

Control

(nearly 100%)

scene,

108

scenes,

tether,

sensors

per

sive hardware

installation

Expensive

30-140 nautical

expen-

unit
precise

scene
VHF

Omni-

directional

1◦

radial

(≈100%)

Several

trans-

mitters

per

in-

frastructure,

miles
sight

line

Ranging

metropolitan

inexpensive air-

(VOR)

area

craft receivers

4x4 ft. regions

≈ 1 beacon per

$10 beacons &

No

(≈100%)

16 sq. ft.

receivers

management,

Cricket

of

central

receiver computation
MSR RADAR

3-4.3m (50%)

3 bases per floor

802.11 network

Wireless

installation,

required

≈$100 wireless
NICs

NICs
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Table 2.3: Location system classification criteria (part B).
Technology
Name
PinPoint 3D-

Classification Criteria
Accu & Prec
1-3m

Scale
Several

iD

Cost

bases

per building

Limitations

Infrastructure

Proprietary,

installation,

802.11 interfer-

expensive hard-

ence

ware
Avalanche

Variable,

60-

Transceivers

80m range

1

transceiver

per person

≈$200

per

transceiver

Short

radio

range,

un-

wanted

signal

attenuation
Easy Living

Variable

3 cameras per

Processing

Ubiquitous pub-

small room

power, installed

lic cameras

cameras
Smart Floor

Spacing of pres-

Complete

sure

sor

sensors

(100%)

Automatic ID

Range

Systems

sensing

grid

senper

phe-

Recognition
may not scale

ation of footfall

to large popula-

training dataset

tions

Sensor per loca-

Installation,

Must

tion

variable

sensor locations

nomenon
(RFID

of

sensor grid, cre-

floor

of

Installation

hard-

known

ware costs
typi-

cally ¡ 1m)
Wireless An-

802.11 cell size

Many bases per

802.11

deploy-

Wireless

NICs

drew

(≈100m indoor,

campus

ment,

≈$100

required,

RF

1km free space)
E911

150-300m (95%)

wireless NICs

cell geometries

Density of cel-

Upgrading

Only where cell

lular infrastruc-

phone

ture

ware

hardor

coverage exists

cell

infrastructure
SpotON

Depends
cluster size

on

Cluster at least

$30 per tag, no

Attenuation less

2 tags

infrastructure

accurate

than

time-of-flight
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Figure 2.6: This photo shows an Olivetti Active Badge (right) and a base station (left)
used in the system’s infrastructure. The badge transmits a GUID every 10 seconds or
on demand. The infrastructure collects this data from fixed infrared sensors around the
building, aggregates it, and provides an application programming interface.

sizes to small- or medium-sized rooms. In larger rooms, the system can use multiple infrared
beacons.

2.3.2

Active Bat

In more recent work, AT&T researchers have developed the Active Bat location system,
which uses an ultrasound time-of-flight lateration technique to provide more accurate physical positioning than Active Badges [44]. Users and objects carry Active Bat tags shown in
Figure 2.7. In response to a request sent by the controller over short-range radio, a Bat emits
an ultrasonic pulse to a grid of ceiling-mounted receivers. At the same time the controller
sends the radio frequency request packet, it also sends a synchronized reset signal to the
ceiling sensors using a wired serial network. Each ceiling sensor measures the time interval
from reset to ultrasonic pulse arrival and computes its distance from the Bat. The local
controller then forwards the distance measurements to a central controller, which performs
the lateration computation. Statistical pruning eliminates erroneous sensor measurements
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Figure 2.7: This photo shows the mobile “Bat” of the At&T Cambridge Active Bat location
system. Bats emit an ultrasonic pulse to a grid of ceiling-mounted receivers, which measure the time interval from transmit to receive and compute their distance from the Bat.
A central controller performs the lateration computation. Statistical pruning eliminates
erroneous sensor measurements caused by a ceiling sensor hearing a reflected ultrasound
pulse instead of one that traveled along the direct path from the Bat to the sensor. Image
courtesy of AT&T Laboratories Cambridge.

caused by a ceiling sensor hearing a reflected ultrasound pulse instead of one that traveled
along the direct path from the Bat to the sensor.
The system can locate Bats to within 3-4cm of their true position for 95 percent of
the measurements. It can also compute orientation information given predefined knowledge
about the placement of Bats on the rigid form of an object and allowing for the ease with
which ultrasound is obstructed. Each Bat has a GUID for addressing and recognition.
Using ultrasound time of flight this way requires a large fixed-sensor infrastructure
throughout the ceiling and is rather sensitive to the precise placement of these sensors.
Thus, scalability, ease of deployment, and cost are disadvantages of this approach.
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2.3.3

Cricket

Complementing the Active Bat system, the Cricket Location Support System uses ultrasound emitters to create the infrastructure and embeds receivers in the object being located
[78]. This approach forces the mobile objects to perform all their own triangulation computations. Cricket uses the radio frequency signal not only for synchronization of the time
measurement, but also to delineate the time region during which the receiver should consider the sounds it receives. The system can identify any ultrasound it hears after the end
of the radio frequency packet as a reflection and ignore it. A randomized algorithm allows
multiple uncoordinated beacons to coexist in the same space. Each beacon also transmits
a string of data that describes the semantics of the areas it delineates using the short-range
radio.
Like the Active Bat system, Cricket uses ultrasonic time-of-flight data and a radio frequency control signal, but this system does not require a grid of ceiling sensors with fixed locations because its mobile receivers perform the timing and computation functions. Cricket,
in its currently implemented form, is much less precise than Active Bat in that it can accurately delineate 4x4 square-foot regions within a room, while Active Bat is accurate to
3-4cm. However, the fundamental limit of range-estimation accuracy used in Cricket should
be no different than Active Bat, and future implementations may compete with each other
on accuracy.
Cricket implements both the lateration and proximity techniques. Receiving multiple
beacons lets receivers triangulate their position. Receiving only one beacon still provides
useful proximity information when combined with the semantic string the beacon transmits
on the radio.
Cricket’s advantages include privacy and decentralized scalability, while its disadvantages
include a lack of centralized management or monitoring and the computational burden –
and consequently power burden – that timing and processing both the ultrasound pulses
and RF data place on the mobile receivers.
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2.3.4

RADAR

Microsoft Research developed RADAR, a building-wide tracking system based on the IEEE
802.11 wireless networking technology [7]. RADAR measures, at the base station, the signal
strength and signal-to-noise ratio of signals that wireless client devices send, then it uses
this data to compute the 2D position within a building. RADAR has two implementations:
one using fingerprinting and the other using lateration.
The RADAR approach offers two advantages: It requires only a few base stations, and
it uses the same infrastructure that provides the building’s general-purpose wireless networking. Likewise, RADAR suffers two disadvantages. First, the object it is tracking must
support a wireless LAN, which could be impractical on small or power-constrained devices.
Second, generalizing RADAR to multi-floored buildings or three dimensions presents a nontrivial problem.
RADAR’s fingerprinting implementation can place objects to within about 3 meters of
their actual position with 50 percent probability, while the signal-strength lateration implementation has 4.3-meter accuracy at the same probability level. Although the fingerprinting
version provides greater accuracy, significant changes in the environment, such as moving
metal file cabinets or large groups of people congregating in rooms or hallways, may necessitate reconstructing the predefined signal-strength database or creating an entirely new
database.
Several commercial companies such as WhereNet [26] and Pinpoint [24] sell wireless
asset-tracking packages, which are similar in form to RADAR. Pinpoint’s 3D-iD performs
indoor position tracking using proprietary base station and tag hardware to measure radio
time of flight. Pinpoint’s system achieves 1- to 3-meter accuracy and, by virtue of being
a commercial product, offers easier deployment and administration than many research
systems.
The 3D-iD system suffers the disadvantage that each antenna has a narrow cone of
influence, which can make ubiquitous deployment prohibitively expensive. Thus, 3D-iD
best suits large indoor space settings such as hospitals or warehouses. It has difficulty
interoperating with the 802.11 wireless networking infrastructure because of radio spectrum
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Figure 2.8: MotionStar DC magnetic tracker, a precision system used in motion capture for
computer animation, tracks the position and orientation of up to 108 sensor points on an
object or scene. Key components include (left and right) the magnetic pulse transmitting
antennas and (center) the receiving antennas and controller. Image courtesy of Ascension
Technology Corporation.

collision in the 2.4GHz band.

2.3.5

MotionStar Magnetic Tracker

Electromagnetic sensing offers a classic position-tracking method [79]. The large body of research and products that support virtual reality and motion capture for computer animation
often offer modern incarnations of this technology. For example, Ascension offers a variety of
motion-capture solutions, including Flock of Birds and, shown in Figure 2.8, the MotionStar
DC magnetic tracker [5]. These tracking systems generate axial DC magnetic-field pulses
from a transmitting antenna in a fixed location. The system computes the position and
orientation of the receiving antennas by measuring the response in three orthogonal axes to
the transmitted field pulse, combined with the constant effect of the earth’s magnetic field.
Tracking systems such as MotionStar sense precise physical positions relative to the
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magnetic transmitting antenna. These systems offer the advantage of very high precision
and accuracy, on the order of less than 1mm spatial resolution, 1ms time resolution, and
0.1◦ orientation capability. Disadvantages include steep implementation costs and the need
to tether the tracked object to a control unit. Further, the sensors must remain within 1 to
3 meters of the transmitter, and accuracy degrades with the presence of metallic objects in
the environment.
Many other technologies have been used in virtual environments or in support of computer animation. A CDMA radio ranging approach has been suggested [14], and many
companies sell optical, infrared, and mechanical motion-capture systems. Like MotionStar,
these systems are not designed to be scalable for use in large, location-aware applications.
Rather, they capture position in one precisely controlled environment.

2.3.6

Easy Living

Several groups have explored using computer vision technology to figure out where things
are. Microsoft Research’s Easy Living provides one example of this approach. Easy Living
uses the Digiclops real-time 3D cameras shown in Figure 2.9 to provide stereo-vision positioning capability in a home environment [80]. Although Easy Living uses high-performance
cameras, vision systems typically use substantial amounts of processing power to analyze
frames captured with comparatively low-complexity hardware.
State-of-the-art integrated systems [28] demonstrate that multimodal processing – silhouette, skin color, and face pattern – can significantly enhance accuracy. Vision location
systems must, however, constantly struggle to maintain analysis accuracy as scene complexity increases and more occlusive motion occurs. The dependence on infrastructural
processing power, along with public wariness of ubiquitous cameras, can limit the scalability or suitability of vision location systems in many applications.

2.3.7

Smart Floor

In Georgia Tech’s Smart Floor proximity location system [70], embedded pressure sensors
capture footfalls and the system uses the data for position tracking and pedestrian recog-
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Figure 2.9: Digiclops color 3D camera, made by Point Grey Research and used by the
Microsoft Research Easy Living group to provide stereo-vision positioning in a simulated
home environment. Image courtesy of Point Grey Research Inc.
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nition. This unobtrusive direct physical contact system does not require people to carry a
device or wear a tag. However, the system has the disadvantages of poor scalability and
high incremental cost because the floor of each building in which Smart Floor is deployed
must be physically altered to install the pressure sensor grids.

2.3.8

E911

The US Federal Communications Commission’s E911 telecommunication initiatives require
that wireless phone providers develop a way to locate any phone that makes a 911 emergency
call [21]. E911 is not a specific location-sensing system, but we include it because the FCC’s
initiatives have spawned many companies that are developing a variety of location systems
to determine mobile phones’ locations.
Location systems developed to comply with the E911 initiatives will also support new
consumer services. For example, a wireless telephone can use this technology to find their
friends as well as the nearest gas station, post office, movie theater, bus, or automated teller
machine. Data from many cellular users can be aggregated to identify areas of traffic congestion. Many business speculators tout this model of mobile consumerism, or mCommerce,
as being the “next big thing.”
To comply with E911, vendors are exploring several RF techniques, including antenna
proximity, angulation using phased antenna arrays, lateration via signal attenuation and
time of flight, as well as GPS-enabled handsets that transmit their computed location to
the cellular system [3]. To meet the FCC requirement, positioning must be accurate to
within 150 meters for 95 percent of calls with receiver-based handset solutions such as GPS,
or to within 300 meters with network-transmitter-based approaches.

2.4

Applying the Taxonomy

In addition to simply reasoning about a location-sensing system, our taxonomy can be
applied to evaluate the characteristics of a location system needed by a particular application
or the suitability of an existing location system for the application. To illustrate, consider
choosing a location-sensing system for a personal ubiquitous jukebox. The jukebox allows
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each user to customize their own audio stream to accompany them as they move throughout
a home or office environment. The audio stream is generated by the infrastructure from
both a fixed repository of the user’s personal digital audio files and streaming content such
as internet radio stations. Audio stream playback takes advantage of fixed speakers the
user encounters in the environment. Stream content is mediated when multiple users are in
physical proximity of each other and must share the same speakers. Given this application
specification, we can use the taxonomy to create the blueprint of a location-sensing system
that would meet the needs of this ubiquitous jukebox.

1. Physical versus Symbolic. The jukebox requires symbolic locations. The user
needs to able to be located in regions in the environment corresponding to areas
served by audio speakers. Knowing the physical (x,y,z) position of the user is not
directly useful.

2. Absolute or Relative. Because the application uses fixed speakers driven by the
infrastructure, absolute locations are needed.

3. Localized Local Computation. The infrastructure is already managing and keeping private each user’s repository of digital audio files so allowing it to compute the
user’s locations and then protecting this information with access-controls is reasonable.

4. Recognition. The jukebox requires the capability to recognize and distinguish individual people in order to pipe users’ audio streams to the correct speakers.

5. Accuracy and Precision. Accuracy only needs to be sufficient enough to distinguish
the regions in which various speakers may be heard – probably on the order of 4 − 6m2
regions.

6. Cost. A low cost location-sensing system is always desirable, but a location-sensing
system with incremental costs in the infrastructure may be acceptable in this case
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since expanding to serve new areas already requires installing additional speaker infrastructure.
7. Limitations. The location-sensing system must function in indoor environments.
From this blueprint, we can immediately rule out certain location systems and analyze
the suitability of others. GPS will not work indoors. MotionStar provides excessive accuracy
and lacks the necessary scalability. The Cricket system, while providing enough accuracy
and being low cost, may not be the ideal choice in the case because the infrastructure is
already managing the audio streams and file storage so forcing the mobile tags to compute
which speakers they are near is an unnecessary divergence from an already infrastructurecentric application model.
The best candidate for this jukebox application drawn from the systems we have surveyed
in this chapter is probably the Active Badge system. Active Badges may require more
installed infrastructure then is desirable but because diffuse infrared and audio are both
generally constrained by the same physical barriers such as walls of a room, the coverage of
an Active Badge basestation corresponds nicely with the region served by a set of speakers.
Speaker location information is potentially easy to manage using the Active Badge system
because audio and infrared are typically constrained by similar opaque barriers.
This evaluation process is circular—specify the application, construct the blueprint of a
location-sensing system meeting the needs of the application, determine the existing systems
which comes closest to matching that fingerprint, evaluate how well those systems supports
the application, respecify the application, and repeat until the application is fully specified
and either a location system is chose or the decision is made to construct a new locationsensing system.

2.5

Conclusion

This chapter has presented the basic techniques used for location sensing, taxonomized location system properties, and surveyed research and commercial location systems that define
the field. We applied our taxonomy to a ubiquitous jukebox application to illustrate its
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value in evaluating the requirements of a location system needed by a particular application
or the suitability of an existing location system for an application.
Location sensing is a mature enough field to define a space within the taxonomy that is
generally populated by existing systems, as Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 show. As such, sensing
technology work should generally focus on lowering cost, reducing the amount of infrastructure, improving scalability, and creating systems that are more flexible within the taxonomy.
This does not imply that location-sensing is a solved problem or that further advancements
are simply a matter of rote technology improvement. Rather, location-sensing as a field has
entered an exciting phase in which cross-pollination of higher-level ideas from other computer science and engineering disciplines motivates research. The work presented in this
dissertation is such a cross-pollination—bringing a software design framework, probabilistic
algorithms, and sensor fusion to location sensing. Specifically, this dissertation tackles two
specific problems:

2.5.1

Location System Software Design

Software design abstractions have become a critical factor in location systems and current
approaches are inadequate. As location systems employ more sensors, support more applications, are worked on by larger groups of developers, and are used by more people, software
design abstractions become a critical factor as in any large computing system. Because of
the large number of tradeoffs we have seen in choosing a location technology for a specific
application, design abstractions must be extensible, flexible, and practical so developers can
mix and match appropriate technologies for their applications.
Three trends in location technology which are apparent from this survey make now
the right time to adopt a general software framework for location in ubiquitous computing.
First, hardware and location sensors are becoming commoditized. They are widely available
and no longer must be homegrown. Systems like Microsoft Research’s RADAR, Bluesoft
[55], and E911 approaches take location measurements using existing wireless networking
infrastructure. Many commercial companies now sell “Active Badge”-like indoor infrared
proximity systems. A full-featured GPS chip-set can cost under $100 US and occupies less
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than 4cm3 .
Second, though many systems still only support a single technology and sensing modality,
reusable software abstractions allowing multiple applications to leverage a single technology
are appearing in the research literature. For example, the Active Bat system places measurements into a database serving as a generic abstraction layer between the sensing and the
applications. The virtual world model and programming interface to this database allows
multiple applications such as location browsing, follow-me resources, and virtual buttons to
simultaneously share Bat location information.
Finally, composite location systems and sensor fusion techniques are starting to enable
multiplicity in the sensor technologies [36, 68]. Usually no single location technology possesses adequate capabilities (e.g. precision, spatial update rate, ability to locate certain
types of objects) to satisfy the broad spectrum of applications, particularly when location is
to be aggregated with other contextual information through a system such as the Context
Toolkit [30]. A composite location system, therefore, uses independent and redundant sensors provide aggregate capabilities and flexibility beyond what any lone technology affords.
From these trends we can conclude that the location problem will be solved either (a) in
rigid, stove-piped systems for specific applications or (b) with software abstractions connecting multiple sensing technologies to multiple applications under a standard programming
interface. We address this problem with the Location Stack in the next chapter.

2.5.2

Sensor Uncertainty and Sensor Fusion

As we have seen in this survey, location technologies all have tradeoffs in accuracy and other
parameters. Because no sensor takes perfect measurements or works well in all situations,
location estimates always have some amount of quantifiable error. Applications care about
this error. For example, an application routing voice pages to a handset near the intended
recipient may want to redirect to a voicemail system if uncertainty about the user’s location
is too high. Machine learning algorithms such as those that infer human activity from
location information also need to know the fidelity and uncertainty of the location estimates.
Unfortunately, error information is often conveyed arbitrarily or simply as rough accuracy
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metrics instead of as an online characteristic of system behavior. Consequently, supporting
these tasks and even comparing the accuracy and precision of different location-sensing
systems is currently an arduous task because many system descriptions lack an error model.
Instead, location information should be based on error distributions. Error distributions
provide a rich datatype for location information and can be used to summarize the system’s
accuracy and precision with any relevant dependencies such as the density of infrastructural
elements. For example, “Using five base stations per 300 square meters of indoor floor
space, location-sensing system X can accurately locate objects within error margins defined
by a Gaussian distribution centered at the objects’ true location and a standard deviation
of 2 meters.” In addition to its comparison value, researchers can use a location-sensing
system’s accurately described error distribution as partial input for simulating a system—
even a hypothetical one. Prototyping an application with a simulator avoids the cost of
purchasing, deploying, and configuring a hardware infrastructure when the goal is simply to
evaluate the suitability of a certain location-sensing system. Preliminary work on this idea
has begun. For example, Bylund and Espinoza have built a simulator for a campus-sized
position-sensing system that uses a Quake III gaming arena [19].
Sensor fusion is the use of multiple technologies or location systems simultaneously to
form hierarchical and overlapping levels of sensing. Fusion can provide aggregate properties
unavailable when using location technologies individually. For example, integrating several
systems with different error distributions may increase accuracy, precision, or coverage beyond what is possible using an individual system. The more independent the techniques,
the more effectively they can be combined.
Since no location system provides perfect measurements but combining multiple systems
offers the potential to meet applications’ goals, it stands to reason that mobile computing
needs a reasonable way to handle sensor error by fusing measurements taken by multiple
sensors. This problem is addressed by Thesis B which argues for a method called particle
filters. This topic is the subject of Chapters 4 and 5.
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Chapter 3
THE LOCATION STACK DESIGN ABSTRACTIONS

This chapter substantiates Thesis A of this dissertation: we can provide better location
system software abstractions with the Location Stack. This chapter introduces the Location
Stack abstractions, documents their implementation, presents evaluation results from a
study of an external adoption of the Location Stack, and discusses related work. The
research methodology we followed in developing and evaluating the Location Stack consisted
of four parts. Each of these parts comprises a section of this chapter.
1. Survey existing location systems and technologies to define the Location Stack abstractions and interfaces.
2. Refactor other existing systems according to the Location Stack to demonstrate initial
utility.
3. Build a new system, the Enterprise Indoor Location System (EILS), to demonstrate
the previously impossible capabilities afforded by the Location Stack.
4. Let the community adopt the Location Stack and study others experiences and implementations.

3.1

The Location Stack Abstractions

Modern networking technology is easily understood largely thanks of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) abstraction layers. A client application need not worry about physical
layer variations such as Ethernet versus WiFi versus cellular packet radio. As long as it
speaks HTTP, a web browser can post and retrieve data from remote servers. Locationaware ubiquitous computing systems need similar abstractions to provide a common vocab-
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Contextual Fusion
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Context Handling
Layers
(Non−Location)
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Measurements

Sensors

Figure 3.1: The Location Stack abstractions are a general framework and common vocabulary for location-aware ubiquitous computing systems.

ulary and to avoid common inefficiencies such the tendency to create specialized sensing
hardware for every new scenario.
The goal of the Location Stack research is to develop abstractions supporting current
location APIs plus those needed by emerging applications without depending on particular
sensors. The key insight is that the location APIs can be separated from implementation
details and expressed as a hierarchy. The Location Stack was developed by analyzing
existing location systems to extract the fundamental APIs. Figure 3.1 shows the Location
Stack. Note that the layers are quite different then the OSI model, which is used simply as
an evocative analogy.
Specifically, the Location Stack makes two contributions:

1. APIs from the Sensors up through the Arrangements layer which, by implementing
these APIs, systems can support current applications, avoid reliance on particular
sensors, and allow handoff and fusion.

2. A set of proposed APIs for the Context-Place and Activities layers which capture the
needs of emerging applications.
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We now introduce the abstraction layers and describe the most fundamental interfaces
needed at each layer by systems desiring to support both current and emerging applications.
These interfaces were iteratively identified by examining the wide range of existing location
systems and technologies.

3.1.1

Sensors

Summary: Gather output from physical location sensors.
As the previous chapter conveyed, there are many different types of sensing hardware,
each with its own configuration details and interface. The Sensors layer consists of the
hardware and software for detecting a variety of physical phenomena. The interface to this
layer is specific to particular sensing technologies; software drivers deliver raw data in a
wide variety of formats. Example outputs include blob pixels from a camera, ultrasonic
time of flight measurements, authentication tokens a computer login event or transaction,
or a proximity beacon event. Information is either pushed or pulled up the stack as sensors
generate new information about the changing state of the physical world.

registerDriver(type, pushpull, errorModel) A Driver is a software component whose
job it is to interact with hardware such as a sensor or network of sensors. This registration interface informs the system about the characteristics of the drivers. Specifically,
it conveys whether the Driver is able to provide measurements of the given type and
whether it operates in push (emits measurements automatically in either a continuous or periodic stream) or pull (requires periodic querying by higher-level logic to
retrieve new measurements). The optional errorModel parameter provides a likelihood or probability function to summarize the operational error characteristics of the
sensor. This model is often a likelihood function which supports higher-level Bayesian
reasoning such as that described in Chapter 4. For example, infrared badge and RFID
sensors have uncertainty models based on the power of the infrared emitters and the
range and antenna characteristics of the radio.

controlDriverForQOS(. . . ) This interface summarizes the many hardware specific in-
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terfaces that must sometimes be exposed to support quality of service (QOS). For
example, when higher-level logic determines that a certain sensor is less useful to the
overall location computation such as during a rate decreases at the Fusion layer (see
below), it may want to turn off the hardware or decrease the rate or fidelity of its
measurements at the hardware level. By providing an explicit interface at this level,
the sensor error model can be properly altered to reflect the changes. In general, implementers must be careful about providing this interface because improper use can
result in implementations that depend too much on the characteristics of a particular
sensor. Specifically, this interface should not be used to perform basic sensing tasks
that should be abstracted using the Measurements layer.

3.1.2

Measurements

Summary: Turn raw sensor data into canonical data types like distance, angle, proximity,
and fingerprint.
In order to create a separation from the peculiarities of sensing hardware, the Measurements layer transcribes raw sensor data into standard measurement data types for use
by higher level operators. For example, as shown by the previous chapter’s survey, data
reported by many ubiquitous location sensors can be classified as Distances, Angles, Proximities, or Fingerprints. These four types can also be combined to form aggregate types
such as Scan, a distance-angle combination. If provided by the underlying Drivers, each
measurement is tagged with its uncertainty model derived from the physical characteristics of the sensor and the environment. Information flow is predominantly up the stack as
sensors generate new measurements about the changing state of the physical world.
getMeasurement(lastN, since, type) This interface provides the ability to pull available measurements from the underlying sensor drivers. The optional lastN, since,
and type configuration parameters are control parameters flowing down the stack.
Supporting these parameters allows filtering of the measurement requests for only
the latest N measurements, only measurements newer than a certain time, or only
of certain type or types. For example, this interface can be used to request the last
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three ultrasonic distance measurements. Fusion and other higher-layer services which
perform their computation on periodic time-slices often use this interface by incrementing the since parameter in regular steps to retrieve all new measurements since
the previous time-slice.
notifyMeasurement(type) This interface enables registration to receive measurements
as they arrive in real-time from the sensors. The optional type parameter is a filter
to include or exclude types of measurements from the stream.

3.1.3

Fusion

Summary: Calculate the geometric coordinates of individual objects.
The Fusion layer continually merges measurements into an estimate of objects’ positions
and presents a uniform programming interface to this representation. As later chapters will
illustrate, a good implementation of the Fusion layer is often probabilistic using a technique
such as Bayes filters.
No particular representation or coordinate system is implied and, indeed, representations
could be a simple two dimensional geometric coordinate, a set of room numbers, or a highly
complex state such as three dimensional position, pitch, roll, yaw, and derivatives (speed,
acceleration). Fusion implementations may choose to use a standard map datum (e.g.
NAD27 or WGS84, the map datum used by GPS and topographic maps), implement a
custom coordinate system, or implement converters allowing free representation in multiple
coordinate frames.
To achieve the generality found in existing systems, the Fusion layer programming interface should be able to answer the queries “Where is object X?” (manual) and “Tell me
every n seconds the position of object X?” (periodic).

getPosition(obj) This fundamental interface returns an estimate of the current position
of the given object. This could provide a coordinate or a more complex representation
like a probability distribution. Experiments showing the accuracy and practicality of
a probabilistic implementation of Fusion are presented in Chapter 5.
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reportPosition(obj, rate) This interface is a periodic “push” version of the interface. It
permits users to register to receive information about the position of a single object
at a specified rate. The rate parameter is an example of information flowing down
the stack to configure its behavior. For example, a common use of this interface is
to mimic the NMEA-0183 data format provided by a GPS unit by requesting the
position of a single object at a rate of 1Hz and formatting the results according to
NMEA syntax.

3.1.4

Arrangements

Summary: Relate positions of objects to a map and to the positions of other objects.
The arrangements layers provide operators to relate the location estimates of multiple
objects which are individually locatable using the Fusion layer interface. An examination of
the existing location systems described in Chapter 2 reveals that the predominant operators
needed by applications to relate the positions of objects are tests for multi-object proximity
(e.g. two people being less than 10m from each other) and containment in geometric regions
like rooms. The Arrangements layer programming interface can answer queries like “Are
objects X and Y less than 10 meters from each other?”, “Which objects are in room 602?”,
and “Which room is object X located in?” It may also provide callback versions of these
posed as standing queries, for example, “Notify me when any person enters room 602.”

isNear(objA, objB, dist) The fundamental interfaces to relate objects to each other is
proximity. The proximity interface allows testing whether pairs of objects are within
or at-least a certain distance from one another. If the Fusion layer is implemented
using probabilistic techniques, the isNear() operator can also produce probabilistic
output. For example, instead of a simple Boolean response it can return a confidence
that the two objects are within 4 meters of one another. For groups of objects,
the isNear method can be used intertively to generate a pair-wise confidence matrix
of the objects’ proximities. Chapter 6 will show in greater detail how having such
probabilities can be valuable for both applications and higher-level machine learning.
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isIn(obj, area) The fundamental interface to relate objects to maps of the environment
is the containment query. Containment allows testing of whether an object is inside a
geometric region. For example, in an indoor environment this interface allows testing
whether or not a person is inside a given room. Like the proximity interface, a probabilistic fusion layer enables probabilistic containment queries at this layer such as a
confidence value that an object is in the given area.

3.1.5

Contextual Fusion and Place

Summary: Add semantics of places and of users’ situations or routines.
The Contextual Fusion layer’s job is to combine position or arrangement information
with other non-location contextual information such as personal data (schedules, email
conversation threads, contact lists, task lists), temperature, light levels, and many others.
Context may be derived from sensor information or from external sources like databases
as implied by the dashed area of the Location Stack Figure 3.1. The Contextual Fusion
interface allows applications to recognize interesting states or sequences with richer semantic
meaning that may be useful to a variety of applications. Since few applications or systems
exist which take location information all the way up to this layer and the top Activities
layer, these APIs are proposals which capture the core capabilities exhibited by current
research infrastructure.

identify(obj) One fundamental piece of contextual information is identity. The Contextual Fusion layer addresses the problem of estimating objects’ identities in situations
where explicit identity information is not provide by the lower layers (e.g. when not
using sensors like infrared badges that provide a unique identifier with measurement
beacons). An example of a novel method to estimate identity in the face of accurate
but anonymous sensor information is discussed in Chapter 6.

getProperties(area) Another issue at The Contextual Fusion layer is the notion of place.
Thus, assigning semantics to map regions is another primary function provided by this
layer. For example, this interface can be used by an indoor system to query for the
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properties of a given geometric volume delineating a room. The problem of assigning
semantics to places is discussed in greater detail in future work in Chapter 7.
learnPlaces(coordList) An interesting interface which has emerged in the research literature is a way to take a trace log of coordinates belonging to a single user and to
automatically extract significant places where the user dwells or returns to repeatedly.
Chapter 7 discusses learning places in greater detail in the context of future research
directions for the Location Stack.
3.1.6

Activities

Summary: Infer activities of users based on location and other contextual information.
Many emerging applications are concerned with users’ activities. In these applications,
the reason to capture location and other context data is not for direct use of coordinates
but to instead enable task-level reasoning. For example, applications want to respond a
certain way when all residents of a house are asleep for the night, a presentation on zoology
is starting in Conference Room B and certain participants are missing, or an Alzheimer
patient has deviated significantly from their daily routine.
The Activities layer categorizes context information into semantic states defining an
application’s interpretation of the world. The interface to the Activities layer is application
specific. A reasonable implementation is a set of probabilistic rule-based triggers driving
particular application scenarios or recognizing user tasks, although, few systems have been
built with formal abstractions all the way up to Activities.
whichActivity(obj) This interface allows for querying which activity the given object is
engaged in based on the location and other context information. An example of a
research system exploring this space is the SHARP project at Intel Research Seattle
where a person’s position and the sequence of objects they touch are used to infer
their activity [77, 75].
repeat(activity) This interface is designed to assist in repeating a previously recognized
activity. Since few systems have been built supporting this abstraction, its definition
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is necessarily somewhat vague and the subject of future research. However, recent
research has shown how to extend the learnPlaces(coordList) of the Context-Place
layer to also learn users’ common routes and then apply model selection to identify
when the user deviates from an established route [63]. For example, after observing
the user’s behavior for several days, when told the user wants to go home the system
can clearly identify when the user is on an incorrect bus. The purpose of this particular
application is to assist elders cope with cognitive decline.
3.1.7

Software Engineering Benefits of the Location Stack

By encouraging system designers to think of their systems and applications using the Location Stack abstractions, we are driving location-based computing toward a common vocabulary and standard infrastructure, permitting members of the ubiquitous computing
community to easily evaluate and build on each other’s work.
Flexibility A clean separation of concerns into layers enables fleibility in the implementation of the Location Stack. APIs can be implemented in a variety of ways. For
example, the Fusion layer could be implemented using simple deterministic techniques
or more robust probabilistic methods like particle filters described in later chapters of
this dissertation.
Interoperability and Reuse Using a standard set of programming interfaces provides the
first level of compatibility between different systems. Although it is not reasonable
to expect a Fusion layer built for a PDA device to be pluggable into an enterprise
sensing system locating hundreds of users, the similarity of the APIs makes porting
the core algorithm code simpler.
Vocabulary A simple but valuable contribution of the Location Stack is a common vocabulary to frame discussions and allow appropriate partitioning of research and development problems. Work on improving or comparing algorithms for turning sensor
measurements into position estimates can clearly be identified as a contribution at the
Fusion layer. Research on integrating location information with preferences and other
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sensor information can be identified as contributing to the Context-Place layer. New
location systems can be evaluated against the whole Location Stack for their ability
to support the necessary APIs.

3.2

Refactoring Existing Systems to the Location Stack

The first step to evaluating the Location Stack is demonstrating support for the interfaces
needed by current location systems. The approach is to refactor two existing ubiquitous
computing systems which make use of location information extensively, EasyLiving and
Labscape. Neither was designed initially using the Location Stack.

3.2.1

Labscape

In order to meet its goal of discovering “languages and tools for biology that scientists
will find indispensable for their own work, and that directly support communication and
collaboration”, the Labscape project [4] must exploit several types of location information
within an environment such as the one shown in Figure 3.2. The ubiquitous laboratory
assistant must be able to locate people, equipment, and a variety of experimental materials in
order to automatically gather biological research data and anticipate biologist’s experimental
needs.

1. Sensors. Labscape uses Meepers [65], short-range infrared proximity badges worn
by people in the lab, not dissimilar from other “Active Badge”-like infrastructures.
Mobile Meepers worn by the biologists transmit unique IDs via infrared to receivers
placed throughout the environment. Labscape also employs barcode scanners to locate
and identify laboratory equipment that is explicitly scanned by a biologist.

2. Measurements.

The Labscape sensors generate proximity measurements.

The

Meepers report transmitter-receiver proximity and the barcode scanners report the
proximity of particular tags. Additional sensors will eventually generate measurements
about the locations of samples, sample trays, pipettes, and other lab equipment.
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Figure 3.2: An experimental biology laboratory in which the Labscape project locates
people, equipment, and a variety of experimental materials in order to automatically gather
biological research data and anticipate biologist’s experimental needs.
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3. Fusion. The Fusion layer of Labscape continually combines streams of proximity
measurements into a list of the positions of each biologist. using a simple relational
database which keeps the most recent position estimate based on averaging a sliding
window of Meeper proximity events.
4. Arrangements. Labscape supports the single type of proximity query to place biologists at certain work areas (i.e. Q; At which bench is Dr. Jones standing? A:
Bench 3.). Eventually, the plan is to provide queries for the relative locations various glassware and lab tools to allow the higher layers to recognize richer context and
activities.
5. Contextual Fusion. Biologists bring to the lab an experimental plan (a directed,
acyclic graph) of the steps they will perform. The Contextual Fusion layer uses this
graph along with context (non-location) events such as equipment activation and
liquid dispensing events to filter the observed location observations. The system can
then recognize specific steps of the plan like pouring (glassware inverted above other
glassware), pipetting (pipette activated at a bench), inserting, and photographing.
6. Activities. The system observes sequences of contextual actions in order to recognize
tasks from the experimental plan (e.g. combine, incubate, separate, agitate) in order
to suggest larger tasks as having been completed in the workflow.
Labscape initially implemented its location service by placing a Meeper receiver at each
bench to identify biologists as they approached and associate them with that particular
bench. However this proved unworkably rigid: Transmit power of the mobile badges had to
be precisely tuned such that only one receiver saw a badge at a time and receivers had to
be carefully positioned in the environment to avoid overlap. The Location Stack layering
combined with a sensor fusion algorithm, however, enabled more flexibility and scalability.
Meeper receivers may be installed wherever convenient (including multiple receivers at a
single bench) and transmitters can use any output power they can quantify. The key is in
the separation of concerns. The initial implementation tied the Measurements, Fusion, and
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Figure 3.3: The EasyLiving system actuates behaviors in the home-like environment dependent on the activities of occupants.

Arrangements layers together through a rigid dependency on properties and positions of a
single technology—an approach seen quite often in the field. Separating sensor modeling,
location, and arrangement concerns into three separate abstractions achieves great flexibility
and scalability. Also thanks to the layering, it was simple to introduce a new radio proximity
technology to augment the Meepers and provide an RF time-of-flight measurement.

3.2.2

EasyLiving

The EasyLiving system [17] provides several behaviors which are dependent on the activities
of occupants in the home-like environment shown in Figure 3.3. In particular, if a user has an
interactive desktop computing session open on one set of devices and he moves to another
suitably equipped location, the desktop moves to those devices. Additionally, the lights
come on and off based on the user’s location, and an appropriate set of audio speakers can
be selected using knowledge of the user’s position and the location and characteristics of
the speakers.
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1. Sensors. EasyLiving has 4 different sensors to measure location and identity: cameras, pressure mats, a thumbprint reader, and a keyboard login system. These produce
very different types of output.
2. Measurements. 3-D stereo cameras made by Point Grey Research measure the
location of foreground people-shaped blobs and report position measurements as 3coordinate tuples. The pressure mats periodically report their binary proximity measurement, i.e. whether a person is sitting or standing on them. The thumbprint reader
and the login system report a proximity measurement with identity whenever someone
uses them to authenticate themselves. The only uncertainty modeled in this system
is related to the position measurements from the camera—they are assumed to have
a Gaussian distribution with σ = 15cm. This layer allows new sensors with similar
measurement semantics to be included in the system at very low cost. For example, the thumbprint scanner could be replaced with a smart card reader and nothing
above this layer would need to be changed because both sensors provide proximity
measurements with nearly-identical semantics.
3. Fusion. The person-tracking module implements the Fusion layer in EasyLiving. It
uses heuristics to combine past person-track history, knowledge about where people
are likely to appear in the room, pressure-mat measurements, and the most recent
camera measurements to produce relational database entries consisting of continually
updated estimates of where particular people are located. The output of the persontracking module is a list of locations of people in the 2d plane.
4. Arrangements. The EasyLiving system uses a SQL database to store its model of
the world. The geometric model consists of entities described by a relative position and
polygonal extent and the Fusion layer provides updates to this graph of measurements.
Two types of arrangement queries are supported: The first returns the list of entities
which intersect a given extent and the second returns the location of one entity relative
to another. This layer keeps only an instantaneous representation of arrangements,
with no history. The Arrangements layer is directly queried by some applications. For
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example, the media player application can query the database for a list of all speakers
in the room, and provide that list to the user. By providing this layer, applications
can ignore the particulars of the sensor measurements and sensor fusion process when
querying for world state.

5. Contextual Fusion. Since the camera sensors cannot determine identity, but rather
can only keep track of the identity of a blob once it is assigned, this layer combines
measurements from the login sensors with the person tracking information to assign
IDs to objects. Knowing where the keyboard and thumbprint reader are located, when
a person-identification event occurs, the person track can be assigned a unique identity
(The person tracking system need never know the actual identity of the person it is
tracking—all it knows is an ID number which it assigns when the person first arrives).
Entities in the geometric model database can also have other information stored under
the same ID. All non-geometric state in the EasyLiving system can be considered
“context.” By associating under the same ID as the geometric entity, applications
can interrogate the database for location and state information simultaneously. As its
implemented this database also acts as the naming authority for all entities of which
the system is aware.

6. Activities. In order to actuate events, EasyLiving has a Behavior Engine to implement the Activities layer. The Behavior Engine polls the world model database
and issues predefined commands to software agents representing the devices in the
room. For example, when any person enters the extent representing the entire space
of the room, if the lights aren’t already on, they are turned on. Another set of rules
is responsible for implementing a follow-me desktop display [81] behavior. The engine
examines all appropriate context variables, including both location and user’s desktop
state in order to decide what actions to take.
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Infrared Receivers

Laser Range-Finder
Ultrasound Receivers

Figure 3.4: A photo of the environment where our applications are deployed. Sensing
hardware visible in this picture include a VersusTech infrared badge system, MIT’s Cricket
ultrasound tags, and a scanning laser range-finders from SICK, Inc.

3.3

Rolling Our Own: The Enterprise Indoor Location System

The Enterprise Indoor Location System (EILS) is an indoor location system which uses
multiple sensor technologies and demonstrates the new capabilities afforded by the Location
Stack. Specifically, EILS demonstrates fusing more sensing technologies under a single
programming interface than has been done before. We built EILS from the ground up
according to the Location Stack. The implementation is a publicly available Java package
for operating a multi-sensor location system. EILS is deployed in the entire facility at Intel
Research Seattle as shown in Figure 3.4 and is used by other research projects as a reliable
source of object location information.
EILS supports many location sensors including infrared proximity badges, passive RFID
tags, ultrasound ranging tags, active radio proximity tags, global positioning system receivers, infrared laser range-finders, WiFi clients, and, more importantly, any combination
of these. The architecture consists of scalable distributed services communicating with
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asynchronous XML messages and remote procedure calls, similar to many modern ubiquitous computing systems. Services are connected using dynamic service discovery capability
in the middleware. Figure 3.5 shows the EILS system architecture. Key services are the
following:
1. At the Sensors layer, each sensor technology has one or more driver services implementing a standard Driver interface. Device drivers interact with sensor hardware
and multicast sensor measurements to other interested services such as fusion services
and logging services.
2. The database services manage objects and provides administrative functionality to
group objects into hierarchies. For example, our experiments rely on physical “track
packs” consisting of two infrared badges and an ultrasonic ranging tag. Managing
these packs as a hierarchical group of sensors makes it convenient to dynamically
associate and disassociate the packs with people, robots, and other test subjects as a
structured tree of objects known by the system.
3. The database also manages the map of the world consisting of a grid of cells describing
the environment. Each cell can either be open (white) or blocked (black) as shown
in the example map of the Intel Research Lab shown in Figure 3.6. Objects can only
be located in open areas and cannot travel through walls or other blocked areas. The
resolution of this particular map is 0.04 meters per cell, which is sufficient precision for
constraining human motion with reasonable detail. The maps can be built manually
or, as is the case with the map in Figure 3.6, automatically using a mobile robot and
algorithms called simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [36, 42].
4. The fusion service implements the Fusion layer processing and provides position APIs
for locating individual objects. The fusion service runs the sensor fusion algorithms.
Multiple fusion services can be run simultaneously to provide higher performance
(more objects or faster measurement rates; see Chapter 5 for performance evaluations)
or increase reliability and availability through redundancy. Parallel fusion services
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Figure 3.5: The system architecture of the Enterprise Indoor Location System (EILS), our
multi-sensor system built to demonstrate the new capabilities of the Location Stack model:
fusing more sensor technologies than has been done before under a single programming
interface.
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are also useful for comparatively evaluating different location estimation and fusion
algorithms on real-time data.

5. A simulator service allows replaying of measurement sequences either captured by
the logging services or synthesized algorithmically in order to evaluate improvements
to the sensor fusion algorithms or to replay application scenarios. Several outside
groups have developed algorithmic simulators which would be easy to plug in to the
EILS simulator. For example, the QoSDREAM GLS location simulator developed
by Sanmugalingam and Coulouris can generate sensor measurement events based on
simulated human behavior such as goal seeking and traffic patterns [83].

6. The arrangements engine is a service that provides applications with an intermediary
to the fusion services to process higher level queries relating objects to each other and
to the environment.

7. The fusion service only implements the getPosition() “pull” interface of the Fusion layer. Users can query for objects’ locations. The subscription service provides
the reportPosition() “push” interface of the Fusion layer by supporting standing
queries. Applications can register with the subscription service a request to be pushed
location estimates for one or more objects on a recurring basis at any frequency. For
example, to mimic GPS/NMEA-like operation, an application can register with the
subscription service for 1Hz updates about the location of a single object.

In the rest of this section, we describe the details of the way EILS uses and benefits from
the Location Stack in its implementation.

3.3.1

Sensors and Measurements

Our implementation has driver implementations for many common ubiquitous computing
location technologies including infrared proximity badges, passive RFID tags, ultrasound
ranging tags, active radio proximity tags, global positioning system receivers, infrared laser
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Figure 3.6: This figure show an example map of Intel Research Seattle used by EILS. White
areas are open and black cells are blocked by obstacles such as walls and cubicle partitions.
The building is a square 30 meters on a side.
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range-finders, and 802.11b wireless client devices. Each sensor driver discretizes and classifies the data produced into measurements of type Distance, Angle, or Proximity as well as
several aggregate types such as Scan (a distance-angle combination).

3.3.2

Fusion

The EILS Fusion layer implementation in the fusion services applies particle filtering techniques for location estimation. Particle filters are probabilistic approximations that can
represent arbitrary probability distributions. They can be run efficiently on a variety of
mobile and stationary computing platforms used in ubiquitous computing, and they can
fuse heterogeneous sensor data to support useful abstractions for higher-level services and
applications. Introducing and evaluating this approach is the subject of Chapters 4 and 5.

3.3.3

Arrangements

The Arrangements service provides the two most common higher level query operators to
relate the location probability posteriors of multiple objects which are individually locatable
using the Fusion layer interface. It provides services which provide the ability to test for
multi-object proximity given a specified distance and to test for object containment with a
predefined region of a map. Because EILS operates on the location probabilities, the results
of these arrangements queries specify the confidence that the test is true. For example the
proximity test produces a pair-wise confidence matrix that a given group of objects are
within n meters of one another. Taken together, these operators also provide a probabilistic
implementation of the “programming with space” metaphor as used with great success in
AT&T Sentient Computing project [2]. Future work in the EILS implementation of the
Arrangements layer is to provide additional operators to test for more general geometric
formations of multiple objects, for example, collinear objects.

3.3.4

Context and Activities

EILS provides rich mechanisms for assigning and querying the identities of objects in the
object database managed by the fusion services. EILS also provides the functionality nec-
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essary to delineate and name significant places in the environment, thus augmenting raw
location coordinates or regions with symbolic names.
EILS does not support general types of contextual information nor does it provide a
framework for activity inference for two reasons: (1) Systems and applications making extensive use of these high-level abstraction layers are only now starting to appear in the
research community so their is insufficient data to draw conclusions about the exact interfaces these layers must provide. (2) High-level abstractions tend to require knowledge of the
application domain. EILS tries to avoids specializing toward any particular type of context
or a bias toward particular types of activities.
Exploring these higher layers is important future work for both EILS and the Location
Stack in general. Once more applications exist which include these high-level abstractions,
we will examine a cross-section of these applications and generalize a standard set of interfaces. This future work is discussed later in this dissertation.
3.3.5

Example: Adding a new sensor to EILS

This section presents an example of what it takes to integrate a new sensor into the Location
Stack model through an example of adding a digital compass to devices used with EILS.
There are four steps to adding a new sensor.
1. Deploy the sensors. Any device wishing to include compass readings as part of the
location computation must have a compass connected to it. A digital compass module
is available as a serial device to connect to an RS-232 port on a laptop or handheld.
2. Characterize the type of measurements the sensors produce. A compass produces angle
measurements. In particular these angle measurements are referenced to the constant
North vector already known to the world map.
3. Construct a sensor model for the sensing technology. To support a probabilistic Fusion
layer, lab experiments must be conducted to characterize the error of the compass and
create a likelihood model. Likelihood models are discussed in greater detail later in this
dissertation. A reasonable lab experiment would be to place the compass in a variety
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of environments, rotate the compass at two degree increments, and record what it
actually reported at each increment. The aggregate error histograms comprise the
sensor model for the compass.
4. Implement a driver to interact with the hardware and produces the necessary measurements. Serial digital compasses respond to polling for the current position value.
Therefore, the driver must be able to talk to the serial port to poll and decode the
value measured by the compass. The driver must then construct an angle measurement from the sensor reading and multicast this measurement to interested services for
fusion or logging. In EILS, the multicast is provided by the middleware automatically
if the driver extends the proper class.
3.3.6

EILS Summary

Thanks to the robust separation of concerns in the Location Stack, the EILS system can
fuse and handoff between more location-sensing technologies then has been done before.
EILS also provides useful arrangements operators of proximity and containment and an
appropriate architecture for research into higher level abstractions like context, place, and
activity inference. EILS operates 24x7 in our laboratory and workspace, is used by other
research projects to provide reliable object location capabilities, and is publicly available.
EILS provides initial evidence that the Location Stack enables evolution of our systems
as we deploy new technologies, supports comparative evaluations of location systems, and
allows us to partition the work and research problems appropriately.
3.4

Commercial Adoption: Intel’s Universal Location Framework

The Location Stack has enjoyed significant external adoption including research adoption
by the Place Lab research project (http://www.placelab.org) [87], community adoption
through our publicly available location estimation toolkit, which has been downloaded over
350 times as of this writing (available at
http://portolano.cs.washington.edu/projects/location/), and commercial adoption
in Intel’s Universal Location Framework (ULF) [41]
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This section, an extended version of an experiences paper published with Intel product
engineers [41], evaluates Intel’s experience applying the Location Stack abstractions to build
a location system of three separate location technologies integrated in a wireless computer.
ULF is designed to aggregate indoor and outdoor sensor technologies and provide users with
a seamless location service as they move between indoor and outdoor environments by fusing
readings from an outdoor GPS receiver with indoor WiFi signal-strength triangulation.
Applications are unaware of the shifting reliance on the two sensing technologies. The API
provides a most-likely position estimate along with a measure of the possible error. We
provided engineers with an API specification, a paper design, and an implementation of
the Fusion layer and then evaluated the resulting design. The Location Stack abstractions
helped ULF avoid reliance on particular sensing technologies and allowed Intel engineers to
easily add Bluetooth sensing later with little effort or modification to the ULF code. In
tackling real-world challenges, Intel engineers also identified opportunities for evolution of
the Location Stack such as cross-layer interaction and parameter passing.
3.4.1

ULF Design Requirements

The ULF design had to meet the real needs of both the platform hardware and third-party
applications. ULF had three design criteria:
1. There must be a uniform location interface to applications allowing both push and
pull access to location information. The API must be technology neutral yet provide
access to low-level details if desired.
2. Handoff between sensor technologies and simultaneous fusion of measurements from
multiple sensor technologies must be possible.
3. It should be easy to extend support to new location technologies without redesign
and, most importantly, without modification of application code.
ULF development prototypes shown in Figure 3.7 were built on tablet computers with
Intel Centrino mobile technology (a built-in wireless 802.11b wireless networking client) and
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Figure 3.7: The ULF development prototype platform has GPS, 802.11 indoor positioning,
and Berkeley sensor motes as an alternative radio sensor.

demonstrated in real-time using custom maps of an Intel facility and surrounding campus.
Three location sensing technologies are used: GPS, 802.11 indoor positioning, and Berkeley
sensor motes as radio proximity beacons. This collection of sensors enables a range of realistic configurations and environments including indoor sensing, outdoor sensing, and both
hierarchical and geographical handoff between location sensing technologies. GPS provides
outdoor location when the device is in view of the sky. 802.11 client positioning provides
coarse location indoors, in courtyards, and occasionally on city streets. The Berkeley motes
are used as a flexible radio capable of mimicking a Bluetooth proximity sensor or providing
crude cell phone-like location information.
ULF implements the lowest three layers of the Location Stack: Sensors, Measurements,
and Fusion. The Sensor layer encapsulates drivers to extract data from sensing hardware. In
ULF, the Measurements layer abstracts this raw sensor data into a single type of measurement descriptor. ULF’s Fusion layer probabilistically merges measurements into a dynamic
representation of an object’s location and presents a uniform interface to this location. ULF
exposes the Fusion layer interface (with a few embellishments) directly to applications. The
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ULF architecture is shown in Figure 3.8.

3.4.2

Sensors and Measurements

ULF used the Location Stack to integrate the three sensor technologies. ULF’s internal
measurement descriptor consists of WGS84 latitude, longitude, altitude, ground velocity,
heading from true north, elliptical arch or polygonal uncertainty along the earth’s local
tangential plane, a separate uncertainty for elevation, the technology type, and a timestamp. All location measurements are presented to the fusion layer in these terms. The two
uncertainty values provide a flexible method to describe a location fix’s horizontal error.
The elliptical arch can describe a circle, ellipse, or sector. The polygonal shape is a list of
location points with the last location tying back to the first. One of the two uncertainty descriptors in conjunction with the other location parameters completely describes the fusible
location fix. Our fusion algorithm handles these complex shapes.
The ULF engineers needed to deal with several real-world issues introduced by the choice
of location sensing devices and the choice of a single type of measurement. For example, they
had both sophisticated and simple sensor types. GPS units contain a complete navigation
system while Berkeley mote proximity sensors provide only an ID value in a radio message.
Between these two extremes lie 802.11 client positioning technologies which can behave as
simple proximity sensors or provide coarse real-time navigation when hooked to an external
database of access point positions. Looking beyond individual sensor integration, this effort
forced engineers to address implications on security, privacy, and real-time streaming as
they relate to the Location Stack abstractions. The following sections relate the issues
encountered integrating each technology at the Sensors and Measurements layers.

Global Positioning Devices
GPS is the most sophisticated sensing device used in ULF. GPS units contain a complete
navigation system capable of providing latitude, longitude, altitude, heading, velocity, highly
accurate time, waypoints, and several variations of location uncertainty. This information
is provided as a serial ASCII sentence defined by the NMEA standard [67] or a proprietary
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Figure 3.8: The architecture of the Universal Location Framework, Intel’s commercial implementation of the Location Stack.
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binary format. Their internal capabilities directly fulfill the requirements of the Sensor and
Measurements layers.
Though GPS integrated easily into ULF, the sophistication of GPS devices presented
other problems. Two cases required examining the GPS location report prior to use at the
Fusion layer. First, GPS location reports describe uncertainty in multiple ways. In addition
to the required Dilution of Precision (DOP) information, GPS vendors provide location
uncertainty values that are more indicative of the errors experienced by the end-user. Unfortunately, these messages come with proprietary headers and at different times than the
main location fix. The ULF implementation pays special attention to the uncertainty of
the report because it is critical to the location’s geometric fusibility. To do so, a bundling
and parsing stage is added in the measurement system to collect a complete GPS location
report before conversion to the canonical form. If the proprietary message is not present
or is not recognized then ULF uses standard DOP. Abstracting the ability to recognize
proprietary error messages within a configuration file makes ULF able to select the best
possible representation of uncertainty without knowledge of the brand of the GPS device.
Second, ULF needed to account for erroneous location fixes being reported by GPS
when operating in courtyards and transitioning from outdoors to indoors. Many GPS units
continue to provide seemingly valid location reports even after complete loss of satellite
tracking. These reports were often erroneous, especially when sharp turns were taken after
satellite loss. Monitoring the number of satellites used to determine location as well as the
number being tracked in the sky can better determine how to utilize a single GPS location
fix in the presence of other sensing technologies. In adherence to the abstraction layers,
engineers chose to propagate the sensor technology type, in this case GPS, and the satellite
information up through the Measurements layer to the Fusion layer so that the fusion layer
can best determine the course of action to take. This arguably violates a clean abstraction
boundary, but was deemed necessary to handle real world challenges of integrating existing
GPS technology.
ULF makes the sensor layer the sole owner of the hardware driver. Engineers observed
that such encapsulation may present a problem for Assisted GPS where a mechanism is
needed to “seed” the satellite acquisition engine with up-to-date satellite information. At
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the time, the ability to relay externally acquired data down the stack did not have an obvious
mapping to the abstractions, although cross-layer interaction is admittedly a shortcoming
of many layered architectures.

Proximity Sensors
Berkeley mote ID beacons, 802.11 MAC addresses, and received signal strength are all used
for proximity sensing. All these technologies map easily into the Location Stack model. Mote
IDs and 802.11 MAC addresses are used as indices in a locally cached database containing
a location descriptor for the access point. The mote database format was intentionally
defined to closely match the Bluetooth Local Positioning Profile allowing ULF engineers to
easily replace this sensor/database pair with a Bluetooth radio and a packet received over
the communication channel. In ULF, however, proximity sensors used in this way do not
provide velocity or heading, therefore, in addition to passing the sensor type, these fields
are set to N/A as opposed to zero to clarify their use up at the fusion layer.
Engineers encountered an interoperability issue when interchanging RF energy-based
proximity sensors while maintaining the same Measurements layer. They determined that
the measured receive energy from either a mote or 802.11 access point is a function of the
receiver’s radio front-end circuitry. Due to component variations, and even assuming all
other conditions are held constant, different sensors report the received signal strength differently. This varies dramatically across sensor vendors but also from unit to unit. Though
this is an issue with the specific technology, by placing the burden on the Sensor layer to
pass reference RF sensitivity information to the Measurements layer a normalized measurement database can be used in all cases. Thus, ULF expanded the interface between the
Sensor and Measurements layers to take into account the sensor characteristics as well as
the Measurement type. This is consistent within the Location Stack model and is the same
approach taken in our EILS implementation.
The static nature of proximity sensors presents an opportunity to include the concept
of an exclusion region within which the client devices cannot reside. For example a mote
placed against the outside wall of a second floor describes its uncertainty shape as a half
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circle. This introduces a non-Gaussian uncertainty descriptor that ULF engineers termed
an “embedded rail.” Since ULF has methods to handle this descriptor at the Fusion layer,
the embedded rail is naturally reflected in the final location resolution. This technique
allows finer granularity control of the proximity sensor’s influence on the location belief
than simply describing an emitted power pattern. Again, this approach is similar to the
approach taken in EILS with constraints imposed by the World Map.

WiFi Client Navigation
ULF implements WiFi location and navigation using a state-of-the-art indoor positioning
engine based on fingerprinting 802.11 beacons similar to the RADAR system [7] mentioned
in Chapter 2. ULF stores the fingerprinting data on an external server. The Sensor layer
is implemented as a Microsoft NDIS network driver interface while the Measurements layer
provides a remote server connection to lookup access points’ positions in a local coordinate
system, which is converted to WGS-84 within the Measurements layer. This positioning
engine provides a location update every few seconds barring network congestion, with an
accuracy ranging between 3-30 meters depending on access point configurations.
The particular 802.11 location technology used in ULF has no provisioning for uncertainty, velocity, heading, or altitude parameters necessary to completely describe a fusible
location. To compensate, engineers enhanced the Measurements layer to derive the necessary information. Formal analysis revealed that the uncertainty is a function of location
and can vary between 3-30 meters. Although it is preferred to derive uncertainties directly
from the sensor’s real-time data, engineers were unable to generalize these rules and simply
chose to use a fixed error descriptor of 7 meters derived from empirical testing. A Kalman
filter was added to estimate velocity and heading (see Chapter 4 for a discussion of Kalman
filters). The acceleration/deceleration uncertainty handles stationary through running motion and the velocity noise was set comparable to the location uncertainty. The altitude
was fixed.
Conveying location information between a server and client introduces an important
security concern that proves difficult to adequately address. In a very simplistic manner,
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ULF applies the first level of security by tunneling the location content through a Virtual
Private Network (VPN). This is a practical issue of great concern to the ULF engineers but
is an implementation choice which is largely outside the scope of evaluating the Location
Stack.
Wireless LAN 802.11 technologies are notorious for rapid battery consumption so ULF
seeks to control the power consumption of the 802.11 hardware. For example, if all running
applications simply need on-demand location reports, then the scan rate of the 802.11 can
be considerably reduced or even turned off until a location fix is requested. This is another
of example of where engineers wanted to reach down the stack to provision a parameter
or otherwise control the underlying sensors. The tradeoff between clean abstractions and
configurability is common in many layered software models like the Location Stack; layers
provide robust separation of concerns but make it difficult to handle crosscutting concerns.

3.4.3

Fusion

The Fusion layer in ULF merges measurement descriptors into the best estimate of the
device’s position. ULF uses the particle filter fusion engine developed for EILS. Particle
filters allows ULF the opportunity to operate on the richly described probabilistic measurement descriptors. Engineers decided to subdivide the Fusion layer into three stages: Sensor
Management, Motion Modeling, and Particle Filtering.
Sensor Management is the most significant difference from the Fusion layer as it is implemented in EILS. ULF sensor management intercepts the measurement tagged with the
sensor type and qualifies the location report before submission to the other stages. Heuristics handle boundary cases including stale location reports, unbalanced rapid reporting of
proximity sensors, and GPS reports derived from zero satellites. To perform this task ULF
keeps track of the recently observed technologies, a timestamp tightly coupled to the raw
data acquisition time, and some sensor specific details. These parameters propagate up the
stack to the Fusion layer, because fusion has the vantage point of making informed decisions
about multiple technologies.
The Motion Model is applied to the internal state of the position estimate prior to the
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inclusion of the current location fix and prior to reporting a location to an application.
This is the same as EILS and is standard in a particle filter approach as later chapters will
describe. ULF uses a dynamic motion model that includes velocity and heading as provided
by the sensors. When these observations are not available then the motion is updated
assuming a walking human stochastic process. The use of motion estimation within this
layer has the added advantage of allowing an application to obtain an accurate location fix
asynchronously to the underlying reports from the sensors.
As the final Fusion stage, a particle filter is applied using the probabilistic models described by the location descriptor from the Measurements layer. The internal location
representation of the particle space occupies a Cartesian coordinate system representing
East-North-Up (ENU). The space also contains dimensions for velocity and heading. All
location descriptors are aligned with ENU coordinates.

3.4.4

Application Programming Interface

One of the main goals of the ULF design was to insulate applications from the burden
of direct interaction with low-level location technologies. Thus, the main API is built on
top of the Fusion layer and provides location information to the application in the form
of location reports consisting of: timestamp, position as per WGS84, and uncertainty.
In addition to reporting the geometric shape descriptor extracted from the full probability
estimated by the particle filter, ULF also provides a simplified version: location and accuracy
values computed from the average radius of the geometric shape created by the distribution
of particles. Another goal was to deliver location information in a very flexible manner.
Specifically, the API can provide location information on-demand, periodically, or when
new information is available.

Manual This report is triggered in response to a query. This type is used by applications
that need to know the location only when the user requests it.

Periodic Generated at a time interval specified by the application. This type is most
suitable for applications requiring smooth real-time tracking of the device’s location
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but can also be used for slow background logging of position over long periods of time.
Automatic Generated whenever new information is available as a result of an update
from the Measurements layer. This type enables applications to implement trigger
mechanisms. For example, an application may be interested in setting an alarm if the
detected position moves or travels outside a specific region—a basic Arrangements
layer extension of ULF.

3.4.5

Other ULF Implementation Notes

Privacy and Security. Beyond general architectural concerns about managing user privacy
in location-aware applications—important concerns but largely outside the Location Stack
framework. However, ULF engineers raised the concern that advocating interchangeable
Location Stack layers introduces additional avenues for malicious programs to insert themselves into the system. While perhaps true under certain assumptions, mitigating this
vulnerability seems best handled by mechanisms other than obfuscating the programming
interfaces.
Waypoint logging and triggering. ULF engineers identified the need for the API to
support waypoint functionality. Implementing waypoints involves caching and comparing
location information within the stack. Waypoints could be either physical locations in a
coordinate system or a sensor fingerprint latching the raw 802.11 access point MAC addresses, signal strengths, signal-to-noise ratios, or radio energy fluctuations. Due to their
experiences with the Location Stack, engineers eventually discounted fingerprint waypoints
as a viable approach because they violate the stack abstractions and create a potentially
chaotic situation of dependence on particular sensing technologies. Location-based waypoints, however, have emerged from the study as important addition to the Context-Place
layer of the Location Stack.
Coordinate Systems. One requirement for geometrically fusing location sensors is a
common coordinate system. ULF’s choice of global WGS84 coordinates and a single measurement type restricts its extensibility to sensors whose information can be mapped to
WGS84. For indoor positioning, WGS84 is not necessarily the simplest or most natural
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coordinate space. One simpler form is the horizontal plane coincident with the building
floor along with a floor number. This planar information suffices to place the device on a
local map without consideration for the earth’s curvature or true North. However, using
this coordinate system presents a problem when transitioning to outdoor sensors that report
location in world coordinates. Without a means of relating the two coordinate systems a
discontinuity can occur at the Fusion layer.

3.4.6

ULF Conclusions

The Location Stack provided the ULF engineers a strong framework to realize their design
goals of a technology-neutral API, sensor handoff, and simple integration of new technology.
The Location Stack has proven itself valuable to Intel’s engineers in providing a set of
abstractions for building multi-sensor location-aware devices. It informed their design and
allowed them to avoid design pitfalls like implementing waypoints dependent on specific
sensor technologies. With the easy addition of Bluetooth to the architecture, ULF has
evolved toward productization. Figure 3.9 shows ULF’s latest tablet and multi-radio handset
prototypes. These devices use a combination of GPS, 802.11, and Bluetooth to provide
seamless location sensing indoors and out. In the process, engineers encountered several
real-world issues that matured their thinking on future directions for using the Location
Stack on notebook, tablet, and handheld computing devices.
While the majority of ULF’s design maintains the Location Stack abstractions, it deviates in two main ways. ULF implements a Fusion layer with some knowledge of the
underlying technology type. Knowing the type and a few attributes allows for proper removal of location anomalies like GPS error and proper handling of incompletely specified
measurements. This exposure does limit the ability to freely exchange layers without a
better abstraction of technology behaviors, but this reduction in generality was recognized
and deemed acceptable by the ULF team. Engineers also worked outside of the Location
Stack abstractions when passing programmatic control parameters up and down the stack
in order to configure sensors based on higher-level information. Cross-layer interaction is a
common concern with many layered architectures so it is not surprising the ULF engineers
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Figure 3.9: A tablet (left) and Intel’s Universal Communicator (right) are Intel’s product
prototypes for multi-sensor location devices built with the Location Stack abstractions and
particle filter location library.

encountered cross-layer issues at several points in the design and development process.

Due to their choice to use a single type of Measurement with multiple parameters rather
than several smaller measurement types like Distance, Angle, and Proximity as in EILS,
the ULF’s Measurements layer required the most attention from a system integration perspective to convert everything to the canonical descriptor format. Specifically, 802.11’s use
of a remote server within the Measurements layer brought to light implementation issues of
stability and security. In the end, by designing this layer with a common set of coordinate
transformation utilities, tightly coupled timestamps, and VPN tunneling, they were able to
create a fusible Measurement format supporting a variety of plug-in technologies. Adding
Bluetooth sensing later in the implementation process proved trivial.
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3.5

Related Work in Location System Software Design

Previous research has proposed other approaches to location-aware computing. Naguib
and Coulouris have proposed a location service in the QoSDREAM project based on the
flow of location “events” between sensors, services, and applications [66]. In their system,
the location service acts like a computational router to dispatch events to applications
in response to particular situations such as an object moving or entering a room. They
demonstrate several applications supported by the QoSDREAM location service. Although
their service purports to use a variety of sensing technologies, published work only shows
proximity badge sensors in operation. Due to the discrete nature of the events and the type
of computation suggested, it is not obvious that their system can handle other classes of
sensors such as those generating anonymous measurements or continuous readings.
Another event-flow system is the Location Service from Georgia Tech [1]. The Location
Service proposes a three-layer dataflow for managing object location information: acquisition, collection, and monitoring. In the top Monitoring layer, applications can instantiate
monitor agents to give them updates on significant location events. This is similar to existing standing-query mechanisms in event systems. The collection layer performs fusion,
however, “fusion” in their system does not imply any estimation, Bayesian inference, or
machine learning. Rather, it simply means (a) transforming coordinates between different
frames of reference and (b) a naı̈ve (by their own admission) temporal data association
algorithm to match anonymous readings with objects that may be consistent with the observation. At the bottom, the acquisition layer assumes that the incoming data is already in
three-dimensional coordinates referenced to a given map. Compared to the Location Stack’s
Measurements layer, this is a rather restrictive assumption since very few location sensors
provide measurements as 3D coordinates directly without additional inputs and inference.
These issues are not addressed in the Location Service architecture description thus the
generality of the approach to multiple sensors and devices is not obvious. The dataflow and
query management model of the Location Service do seem to be a reasonable and useful
for certain applications, but many of the challenging fusion and inference problems remain
unaddressed.
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Instead of event-flows, several other location systems have been built using a traditional database as the primary architectural element. Microsoft Research’s EasyLiving [17]
and AT&T’s Sentient Computing project [2] are two examples. A database provides an
extremely well defined application interface because location queries can be written in standard SQL. However, using a database introduces certain assumptions about the computing
architecture, namely that there is a large central service managing location information.
It is not clear database approaches can handle anonymous measurements or that they can
scale down to operate on small client devices which position themselves.
Unlike these previous architectures, which mainly serve to summarize the implementation of a particular location system and show how that implementation can support more
than one application, the Location Stack provides abstractions and interfaces separated from
the implementation details of a particular location-aware computing system. These previous
systems are comparable to the EILS system in this dissertation—one implementation under
a particular set of assumptions, namely indoor, distributed, multi-object, server-computed
location of multiple objects. To our knowledge none of these previous approaches has been
reimplemented to support the same interfaces under vastly different assumptions such as the
whole system being on a small device positioning itself instead of on a large central server
tracking many objects. The Location Stack, instead, offers a higher-level view by defining
general design abstractions for building location-aware computing systems. Indeed, as we
have shown in this dissertation, the Location Stack abstractions are sufficiently general to
have been used in implementing widely varying architectures ranging from a small cell phone
computing its own position to a cluster of servers computing locations of many objects.
These previous systems also have done little to address the problem of handling and representing sensor uncertainty. The typical approach to handling uncertainty is to heuristically
assess the average accuracy of the system or sensing technologies, e.g. active badge-like systems have roughly room-level accuracy, and then operate on room-sized regions as the basic
location datatypes. Although this approach can result in intuitive application interfaces, it
is somewhat unsatisfying because it hides the true sensor uncertainty information and introduces brittle assumptions about the characteristics of the underlying sensing technologies.
In contrast, as we will show in later chapters of this dissertation, full probabilistic models
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such as particle filters can preserve the information about the uncertainty of the underlying sensor measurements and provide rich structure to integrate very different underlying
sensing technologies.

3.6

Conclusion

The Location Stack is a general six-layered abstraction for location-aware computing. Unlike previous stove-piped or data-driven methods of building location systems, the Location
Stack defines a more general set of programming interfaces to support the addition, replacement, handoff, and fusion of multiple sensors under one location programming interface.
Through the four-part research methodology presented in this chapter, we have confirmed
Thesis A of this dissertation: A six-layered model of standard abstractions and interfaces
is indeed better than current stove-piped and data-driven methods of building location
systems.
The Location Stack has been adopted by research and commercial location systems and
has made a significant impact on the field including commercial adoption by Intel, research
adoption by the Place Lab research project, and community adoption through our public
location library. We have shown the Location Stack’s utility in a study of Intel’s Universal
Location Framework, a commercial adoption of the stack. ULF provides mobile users with a
seamless handoff between location services as they move their client devices between indoor
and outdoor environments. Specifically, ULF mixes readings from a GPS receiver outdoors
with WiFi signal-strength triangulation when indoors.
The Location Stack abstractions are sufficiently general to have been used in implementing widely varying architectures ranging from a small cell phone computing its own position
to a cluster of servers computing locations of many objects. Abstraction of sensor hardware and measurement types at the lower layers allowed us to build EILS, a server-based
indoor location system which can fuse more sensing technologies under a single programming interface than was possible in any previous location system. Strong abstractions also
allowed Intel’s ULF engineers to avoid pitfalls such as the dependence on the properties of
particular sensing technology, and, as they were moving to product, to quickly and easily
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add Bluetooth location technology to the devices without any major modifications to the
code or system architecture.
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Chapter 4
A SURVEY OF BAYES FILTERS FOR LOCATION ESTIMATION

Even with good design abstractions like the Location Stack, no location sensor will
take perfect measurements or works well in all situations. Thus it is crucial to represent
uncertainty in sensed location information and combine information from different types
of sensors. Bayesian filtering techniques provide a powerful statistical tool to help manage measurement uncertainty and perform multi-sensor fusion. In this chapter we describe
common sources of sensor error, present Bayes filter basics, and survey five practical implementations including Kalman filters, multi-hypothesis tracking, grid-based approaches,
topological approaches, and particle filters. Specifically, we show why particle filters represent a good approach to location sensing for ubiquitous computing—a claim we will validate
empirically in Chapter 5. Some of the material in this chapter is drawn from our survey
paper on Bayes filters published in IEEE Pervasive Computing magazine [39].

4.1

Sources of Measurement Error

Sensors measuring the real world always have some amount of quantifiable error. Physical
phenomena conspire to prevent the sensors from achieving exact accuracy and infinite precision. This section identifies the three of the most important real-time measurement errors
encountered by location systems in ubiquitous computing.

4.1.1

Signal Propagation

Location systems often use wireless technology for detecting proximity or measuring distances. Wireless transmissions are reflected, refracted, and absorbed differently by various
physical materials. For example, infrared is attenuated 100% by any brick or plaster wall,
but only 5% by glass; depending on frequency, radio emissions are attenuated ≈ 10% by
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plaster walls and much higher by brick and metal. Such attenuation could introduce significant error into a system which measures the intensity an emitted signal to infer distance
between a sensor and emitter.
Location systems can attempt to mitigate or model these dynamic signal propagation
errors using an environment model. This model may be empirical such as the prebuilt fingerprint dataset used in the Microsoft Research RADAR location system [7], or parametric
such as Seidel and Rapport’s indoor propagation equations modeling the effects of floors
and ceilings on 900MHz radio signals [91]. The result of environment propagation modeling,
although representable in a variety of ways, is a way to assign probabilistic uncertainty to
individual measurements, such as distances and angles, which are combined to compute
objects’ locations. Examples of signal propagation models used in a real system will be
shown in Chapter 5.

4.1.2

Time Variations

Time-sensitive sensor measurements such as time-of-flight distance measurements or timestamped proximity readings require a certain precision and agreement about time. Since
perfect synchronization is impossible, timing variations will introduce error into measurements used to compute objects’ locations. Fortunately, time variation errors can be modeled
with a distribution much the same way as signal propagation.
For example, in GPS, receivers are not synchronized with the satellite transmitters and
thus cannot precisely measure the time it took the signal to reach the ground from space.
Therefore, GPS satellites are precisely synchronized with each other and transmit their local
time in the signal allowing receivers to compute the difference in time-of-flight – a quantity
called a pseudorange measurement. Four satellite pseudoranges allow the receiver to use
linear least-squares to solve a system of four equations (4 pseudoranges) and four unknowns
(X, Y, Z, and time) thereby incorporating timing errors directly into the total error model.
Refer to [64] for a theoretical discussion of how errors combine to effect overall location
accuracy in the GPS system.
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4.1.3

Dilution of Precision

If location is computed geometrically using lateration or angulation, the error is magnified
by dilution of precision (DOP). DOP is a unitless quantity summarizing the quality of
aggregate geometric measurements. The general form of DOP is Geometric DOP (GDOP).
GDOP is the proportional root mean square of the horizontal, vertical, and time uncertainty
as:
q

GDOP =

σx2 + σy2 + σz2 + σt2
σo

(4.1)

Assuming a set of observations o1 . . . on are uncorrelated and have a common variance
(as would be the case for a least-squares location solution), it can be shown that DOP is a
function only of the spatial arrangement of the mobile units and sensors. The volume of the
shape formed by the unit-vectors from the object to the measurement points is inversely
proportional to the magnitude of the DOP and higher DOP implies more uncertainty in
the computed location. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate low and high DOP situations using a
hypothetical 2D location system based on distance measurements to 2 basestations.

4.2

Introduction to Bayes Filters

Bayes filters probabilistically estimate the state of a dynamic system from noisy sensor
observations. In location estimation, the state is the location of a person or object and
observations are provided by the sensors. The state could be a simple two-dimensional
position tuple or a complex vector including three-dimensional position, pitch, roll, yaw,
and linear and rotational velocities.
Bayes filters represent the state at time t by random variables xt . At each point in time,
the uncertainty is represented by a probability distribution over xt called the belief Bel(xt ).
The key idea of Bayes filters is to sequentially estimate such beliefs conditioned on all the
information contained in the sensor data. To illustrate, let us assume that the sensor data
consists of a sequence of time indexed sensor observations z1 , z2 , . . . , zt . The belief Bel(xt ) is
then defined by the posterior density over the random variable xt conditioned on all sensor
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Figure 4.1: In this hypothetical 2D distance-measurement location system, low dilution
of precision occurs because the measurement points have good separation from each other
relative to the object being located.

Figure 4.2: In this hypothetical 2D distance-measurement location system, high dilution
of precision occurs because the measurement points have poor separation from each other
relative to the object being ranged. The distance measurement error of each sensor is the
same as in Figure 4.1, but the location uncertainty will be larger.
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data available at time t:
Bel(xt ) = p(xt | z1 , z2 , . . . , zt )

(4.2)

The belief provides an answer to the question “What is the probability the person is at
location x if the history of sensor measurements is z1 , z2 , . . . , zt ?”, for all possible locations
x. Since the complexity of computing such posterior densities would grow exponentially
over time as the number of sensor measurements increases, Bayes filters assume the dynamic
system is Markov to make the computation tractable. This means all relevant information
is assumed to be contained in the current state variable xt . For locating objects, the
Markov assumption implies that (a) sensor measurements only depend on an object’s current
physical location and (b) an object’s location at time t only depends on the previous state
xt−1 ; states prior to xt−1 provide no additional information. Under the Markov assumption,
the belief in Equation 4.2 can be computed efficiently and without loss of information.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the recursive Bayes filter update. In this hypothetical one-dimensional
scenario, a person walks down a hallway carrying a photosensitive device which can sense
bright light when he walks under a lamp pole but cannot distinguish which particular light
he is under. We are not suggesting this scenario is necessarily a viable location system
implementation, it simply serves to illustrate important properties of Bayes filters. At the
beginning, the person’s location is unknown, illustrated in diagram (a) in Figure 4.3 with a
uniform belief. Now the sensor sends a “light-detected” signal. The resulting belief, shown
in diagram (b), places high probability at places under light poles and low probability elsewhere. Notice that this distribution has three peaks corresponding to each indistinguishable
light in the environment, illustrating that the probabilistic framework can handle multiple,
conflicting hypotheses that naturally arise in ambiguous situations. Finally, even locations
not under lights possess non-zero probability because of possible false-positive measurements; with a small but non-zero probability the sensor might err and actually not be
under a light pole. Now the person moves. Diagram (c) shows the effect of this motion on
the belief, assuming that the person moved with typical walking speed to the right. The
belief is shifted in the direction of motion and smoothed by introducing a small amount of
error to account for inherent uncertainty in motion estimates. Finally, diagrams (d) and (e)
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Figure 4.3: This figure provides a one-dimensional illustration of Bayes filters. The person
is carrying a light sensor which cannot distinguish lights. Each frame depicts his position in
the hallway and the current belief Bel(xt ). (b) and (d) additionally show the observation
model p(z | x), the probability of observing a light at different positions in the hallway.
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depict the belief after the sensor reports another light and after the next motion, respectively. Most of the probability mass is placed on a location under one of the light poles,
and the filter is now quite confident of the person’s location.
The update of the Bayes filter is described mathematically as follows. Whenever a new
sensor observation zt is made, the state is predicted according to
Bel− (xt ) ←−

Z

p(xt | xt−1 ) Bel(xt−1 ) dxt−1 ,

(4.3)

and the predicted estimate is then corrected using the sensor observation:
Bel(xt ) ←− αt p(zt | xt ) Bel− (xt ) .

(4.4)

Here, the term p(xt | xt−1 ) describes the system dynamics, i.e. how the state of the system
changes over time. In location estimation, this conditional probability is the motion model
– where the object might be at time t, given that it previously was at location xt−1 . The
motion model depends on the information available to the estimation process. It can range
from predicting the next position using estimates of a person’s motion velocity to predicting
when a person will exit the elevator by estimating their goal. In the hallway example, the
motion update corresponds to the change in belief leading to Figure 4.3(c) and (e). The
belief immediately after the prediction and before the observation is called the predictive
belief Bel− (xt ).
The perceptual model, p(zt | xt ), is the likelihood of making observation zt given that
the person is at location xt . As shown in Figure 4.3(b) and (d), the observation update
rule increases the probability of locations with high observation likelihoods. For location
estimation, the perceptual model is a property of a given sensor technology. It depends on
the types and positions of the sensors and models sensors’ error characteristics due to factors
mentioned previously in Section 4.1 such as singal propogation, time variations, and DOP.
The term αt in Equation 4.4 is a normalizing constant ensuring the posterior distribution
sums to one. Bel(x0 ) is initialized according to any prior knowledge about the person’s
location, typically uniformly distributed if no prior knowledge exists.
Bayes filters are an abstract concept. They only provide a probabilistic framework for
recursive state estimation (see [82] for an in-depth treatment of Bayes filters). To implement
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Bayes filters, one has to specify the perceptual model p(zt |xt ), the dynamics p(xt | xt−1 ), and
the representation of the belief Bel(xt ). We will now discuss different belief representations
and their properties in the context of location estimation for ubiquitous computing.

4.3

Kalman Filters

Kalman filters are the most widely used variant of Bayes filters [10]. They approximate
beliefs by their first and second moment, which is virtually identical to a unimodal Gaussian:
Bel(xt ) ≈ N (xt ; µt , Σt )


1
1
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(x
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µ
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µ
)
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t
t .
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2
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(4.5)

Here, µt is the mean (first moment) of the distribution and Σt is the d × d covariance matrix
(second moment), where d is the dimension of the state. N (xt ; µt , Σt ) denotes the probability
of xt given a Gaussian with mean µt and covariance Σt , as specified in Equation 4.5. Σt
represents the uncertainty in the estimate, the larger the covariance, the wider the spread of
the distribution. Kalman filters are optimal estimators assuming the initial uncertainty is
Gaussian and the observation model and system dynamics are linear functions of the state.
Since most systems are not strictly linear, one typically applies extended Kalman filters,
which linearizes the system using first-order Taylor series expansions [10].
The advantage of Kalman filters is computational efficiency. The prediction Equation 4.3
and correction Equation 4.4 are both simple matrix operations on the mean and covariances.
This efficiency, however, comes at the cost of restricted representational power since Kalman
filters can only represent unimodal distributions. Hence, Kalman filters are best if the
uncertainty in the state is not too high, which limits them to location tracking using either
accurate sensors or sensors with high update rates. For example, Kalman filters can only be
applied to the estimation problem shown in Figure 4.3, when the initial location of the person
is known and when the sensor uncertainty is limited. Despite their restrictive assumptions,
Kalman filters have been applied with great success to various tracking problems where
they yield very efficient and accurate estimates even for some highly non-linear systems.
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4.3.1

Multi-hypothesis tracking

The limitation of Kalman filters to unimodal distributions can be overcome by multihypothesis tracking (MHT), which represent the belief by mixtures of multiple Gaussians [8]:
Bel(xt ) ≈

X

(i)

(i)

(i)

wt N (xt ; µt , Σt )

(4.6)

i
(i)

Each hypothesis is tracked using a Kalman filter. The hypotheses’ weights wt

are deter-

mined by how well they predict the sensor measurements. At each update the weights are
set proportional to the likelihoods of the sensor measurements. Since they can represent
multi-modal beliefs, MHTs are more widely applicable than Kalman filters. For example,
unlike a Kalman filters, MHTs can be applied to the problem in Figure 4.3. However, MHT
techniques are computationally more expensive and require additional techniques or heuristics to decide how many hypotheses are needed as well as when to add or delete hypotheses.
Since each hypothesis is tracked using a Kalman filter, these methods still rely on the linearity assumptions of Kalman filters. In practice, however, multi-hypothesis approaches have
been shown to be very robust to violations of these assumptions.
4.4

Grid-based Approaches

Grid-based approaches overcome the restrictions imposed on Kalman filters by relying on
discrete, piecewise constant representations of the belief. The update equations of discrete
approaches are identical to the Bayes filter updates Equation 4.3 and Equation 4.4, with
the integration replaced by summation. For location estimation, grid-based filters tessellate
the environment into small patches, typically of size between 10cm and 1m for locating
humans or mobile robots in an indoor environment. Each grid cell contains the belief the
object is the cell. A key advantage of these approaches is that they can represent arbitrary
distributions and can solve estimation problems such as the one shown in Figure 4.3. The
robot localization community has shown that grid-based approximations provide accurate
position estimates in combination with high robustness to sensor noise [37]. The disadvantage of grid-based approaches is the computational and memory requirements incurred to
keep the position grid in memory and update it for every new observation. Since the grid
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size grows exponentially with the number of dimensions, grid-based approaches can only be
applied to low-dimensional estimation problems, such as estimating the basic position and
orientation of a person.

4.5

Topological Approaches

The computational complexity of grid-based methods can be avoided by non-metric representations of an environment. For instance, many indoor environments provide a natural
way to represent a person’s location at a symbolic level such as the set of room or hallways
the person is currently in. Such representations result in so-called topological implementations of Bayes filters, where the environment is represented by a graph [60]. Each node
in the graph corresponds to a location and the edges describe the connectivity of the environment, typically given by hallways. The motion model p(xt | xt−1 ), which describes
from where to where a person walks, can be trained to represent typical motion patterns
of individuals moving through the environment. The advantage of topological approaches
is their efficiency since they represent distributions over small, discrete state spaces. Their
disadvantage is the coarseness of the representation. Estimates provide only rough predefined information about a person’s location. Topological approaches are typically adequate
if the sensors in the environment provide only very imprecise location information.

4.6

Particle Filters

Particle filters represent beliefs by sets of samples, or particles [32]:
(i)

(i)

Bel(xt ) ≈ St = {hxt , wt i | i = 1, . . . , n}
(i)

(4.7)

(i)

Each xt is a state, and the wt are non-negative weights called importance factors, which
sum to one. Particle filters realize the Bayes filter according to a sampling procedure,
the most common variety being sequential importance sampling with resampling (SISR).
See [32] for an excellent overview of particle filters and various applications.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the particle filter algorithm using the one-dimensional hallway
example. The person’s initially unknown position is represented by a uniformly distributed
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P(z|x)
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(e)

P(xt|xt-1)
Bel(x)

x
x

Figure 4.4: This figure shows the application of particle filters to location estimation. The
black bars in each picture depict the particles representing the belief Bel(xt ).
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sample set shown in diagram (a) of Figure 4.4. All samples have equal importance factors
w(x) as indicated by the equal heights of all bars. Now the sensor detects the leftmost
light. The particle filter incorporates the measurement by weighting and then normalizing
the importance factor of each sample leading to the sample set shown in the lower part
of diagram (b). These samples are the same set but their importance factors are now
proportional to the observation likelihood p(z | x). Next, when the person moves to the
right the particle filter randomly draws samples from the current set with probability given
by the importance factors, and then guesses the possible succeeding location particle using
the motion model. This update implements the prediction step Equation 4.3 of the general
Bayes filter. The resulting sample set is shown in diagram (c). This sample set differs from
the original one in that the majority of samples are centered around three locations. The
sensor now detects a second light, leading to the likelihood p(z | x) shown in diagram (d).
By weighting the importance factors in proportion to this probability, we obtain the sample
set in (d). After the next prediction update, most of the probability mass is consistent with
the person’s true location, shown in diagram (e). Thus, the result is consistent with the
general Bayes filter example in Figure 4.3.
Particle filters can represent arbitrary probability densities. In contrast to Kalman
filters, particle filters can be shown to converge to the true posterior even in non-linear
dynamic systems. Compared to grid-based approaches, particle filters are very efficient
since they automatically focus their particles on regions in state space with high probability.
Particle filters’ efficiency, however, strongly depends on the number of samples used for the
filtering process. As such, several improvements have been suggested to make more efficient
use of the available samples [35]. However, since the worst-case complexity of particle filters
grows exponentially in the dimensions of the state space, one has to be careful when applying
them to high-dimensional estimation problems.

4.7

Comparison

Table 4.1 compares Bayes filter implementations. Accuracy measures how well the approach
can estimate location given adequate sensors. Obviously grid-based approaches can achieve
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Table 4.1: Comparison of various implementations of Bayes filters.
Kalman

MHT

Grid

Topology

Particle

unimodal

multi-modal

discrete

discrete

discrete

Accuracy

+

+

o

-

+

Robustness

o

+

+

+

+

Sensor variety

-

-

+

o

+

Efficiency

+

o

-

o

o

Implementation

o

-

o

o

+

Belief

arbitrary accuracy, but at prohibitively high computational and memory costs. The limited
robustness of Kalman filters is due to their unimodal belief representation. Both Kalman
filters and multi-hypothesis tracking require accurate sensors with rather high update rates.
Topological approaches require sensors that relate to the layout of an environment. Gridbased approaches and particle filters can incorporate virtually any sensor type. Kalman
filters are most efficient in terms of memory and computation. Efficiency is a disadvantage
of grid-based methods, although tree-based implementations can reduce this problem [37].
In general, if accurate sensors are available, Kalman filters may be the best choice. For
certain sensors where accurate location estimates are not required, topological approaches
provide a good way to estimate a person’s location. Otherwise, particle filters are an
extremely flexible tool with low implementation overhead.

4.8

Conclusion

Estimating location in mobile and ubiquitous computing often involves sensors such as
ultrasound badges, infrared badges, and wireless cellular systems. These sensors have high
noise levels due to issues like signal propagation variations, timing error, and dilution of
precision. Consequently, the belief over the person’s location is typically very uncertain and
multi-modal.
Multimodal location estimates are important because sensor information in the real
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Incorrect
Unimodal
Estimate

Correct
Multimodal
Estimates
Sensor A

Sensor B

Sensor A

Sensor B

Figure 4.5: This figure shows an example of an unconstrained location estimate which
requires a multimodal distribution to properly represent the uncertainty. (Left) shows the
multimodal distribution which properly represents this situation while (right) shows an
incorrect unimodal estimate at the mean, halfway between the two distance measurement
radii.

world is often limited or underconstrained, as in the example in Figure 4.5. This example
shows two sensors measuring linear distance. Recall from Chapter 2 that triangulation
from distance measurements requires three measurements in two dimensions or four in three
dimensions so this example is underconstrained. Figure 4.5 (left) shows the location estimate
which should result from this situation—a multimodal distribution with two possibilities,
the light grey areas. Figure 4.5 (right) show the incorrect distribution which results from
a unimodal location estimate. The incorrect distribution is placed at the mean halfway
between the two distance measurement circles.
Because of these factors, particle filters are an excellent algorithmic choice to handle and
fuse real-world measurements. Chapter 5 presents a detailed case study of using particle
filters for location sensing in ubiquitous computing. We analyze their accuracy, practicality,
and flexibility in implementing the Location Stack’s Fusion layer. The effectiveness of particle filter methods for the Arrangements layer and higher is then the subject of Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5
EVALUATING PROBABILISTIC LOCATION ESTIMATION

This chapter substantiates Thesis B of this dissertation, that particle filtering, an estimation technique popularized by the robotics community, is a good location sensing and
fusion technique for ubiquitous computing. Particle filters, introduced in the previous chapter, are simulation-based probabilistic approximations implementing a Bayes filter. They
are robust in that they can represent arbitrary probability distributions.
This chapter presents empirical results from a case study of particle filters implementing
the EILS multi-sensor indoor location system, introduced in Chapter 3. We show that
particle filters work well with the sensors, motion models, hardware platforms, and queries
relevant to ubiquitous computing. Using trace logs from EILS, we show that particle filters
offer an improvement in accuracy and utility over common deterministic location algorithms
like geometric centroids and linear triangulation because particle filters can model motion
and offer a probability distribution of the estimate. We also show that particle filters can be
run efficiently on a variety of mobile and stationary computing platforms used in ubiquitous
computing.
The sections of this chapter are structured to make each point independently. After
introducing our use and implementation of particle filters in Section 5.1 we begin with
accuracy comparisons in Section 5.2, cover performance in Section 5.3, and finally discuss
the added flexibility of using probabilistic methods like particle filters in location systems
for ubiquitous computing in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 concludes the chapter. Some of the
results in this chapter were published in the 2004 Ubiquitous Computing Conference [49].
5.1

Location Estimation using Particle Filters

This section describes our use and implementation of particle filters. As introduced in
Chapter 4, a particle filter is an approximation algorithm implementing a Bayes filter.
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Initial

Infrared

Ultrasound

Figure 5.1: The sequence shows the particle filter’s behavior estimating location using
infrared and ultrasound sensors.

Particle filters are a member of the family of sequential Monte Carlo methods [34, 33].
For location estimation, Bayes filters maintain a probability distribution for the location
estimate at time t referred to as the belief Bel(xt ). Particle filters represent the belief using
a set of weighted samples Bel(xt ) = {xit , wti }, i = 1 . . . n. Each xit is a discrete hypothesis
about the location of the object. The wti are non-negative weights, called importance factors
which sum to one. Particle filters have proven valuable in the robotics community for state
estimation problems such as simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [36, 42].
Figure 5.1 shows snapshots from a typical sequence of a particle filter estimating the
location of a person projected onto a map of the environment. The person is wearing an
infrared proximity badge and an ultrasound time-of-flight measurement tag. They start
walking in the upper right corner as indicated by the icon. Since the start location is
unknown to the system, the samples are spread uniformly throughout the free-space of the
environment. The second picture shows the belief after the person moved out of the cubicles,
at which point the samples are spread over different locations due to the inaccurate sensor
information received so far. Then, after the person is detected by an ultrasound sensor, the
location can be estimated more accurately, as shown in the third picture in the figure.
Our implementation is based on a standard approach used in the robotics community for
robot localization: each new sensor measurement causes the belief samples to be updated
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using a procedure called Sequential Importance Sample with Resampling (SISR). In this
context, SISR involves predicting each sample’s motion using a motion model, weighting all
samples by the sensor’s likelihood model for the current measurement, and resampling using
importance sampling, that is, choosing a new set of samples according to the weights of
the prior samples. The appropriate number of samples is determined at each step using a
procedure called KLD adaptation. Objects are tracked in three dimensions. The following
list describes our implementation as it relates to each of these concepts:
State Variables The state variable xt in each particle is a three dimensional hypothesis (x, y, z, pitch, roll, yaw, velocity, weight) about the position of the object. Our
implementation of this 3D state vector actually has 9 dimensions instead of 8 because we use a 4-element quaternion to represent the rotational (pitch, roll, and yaw)
components. Quaternions are more convenient mathematically than Euler angles for
frequent manipulation.
Motion Model The motion model implements the Bayes filter prediction step. Unlike in
robotics where odometry information provides observations about motion, ubiquitous
computing systems like EILS use a motion model with no explicit input because
humans and mobile computing devices typically lack wheels. Some systems can infer
motion indirectly through assumptions about the behavior of the underlying sensor
technology. For example, the Locadio system from Microsoft Research can estimate
whether a device is moving or still based on the variance of access point sightings and
their signal strength values over a sliding window [59]. Our particle filter in this study,
however, does not assume the use of any particular sensor technology and therefore
employs a generic human motion model. Each sample has velocity as part of its
belief state along with its location. Each SISR iteration adjusts the velocity of each
sample by introducing Gaussian acceleration noise with σ = 0.5 meters per second per
second multiplied by elapsed time. Velocity is clipped to the range 0 to 10.22 meters
per second—from stopped to the fastest recorded human running speed. Rotational
velocity is modeled similarly. After updating velocities, samples are all moved to new
predicted positions according to their adjusted velocities and elapsed time. Sample
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motion is further constrained by a collision detection algorithm such that no sample
may move through walls in the known map of the world.
Sensor Models A particle filter can fuse measurements taken by heterogeneous sensor
technologies. To do so, each technology requires a sensor likelihood model which
captures its particular characteristics and sources of measurement error. Recall that
likelihood is P (z|x), the conditional probability of position x of the mobile object
relative to the sensor given measurement z taken by the sensor. Such a model consists of two types of information: First, a map of the environment and second, the
sensor noise. The problem of constructing maps of indoor environments has received
substantial attention in the robotics research community and is not in scope here (see
for example [93]). In our implementation, sensor models are fixed and defined a priori
for each sensing technology based on offline experiments to characterize sensor error.
Visual examples of the infrared and ultrasound likelihood functions are illustrated in
Figure 5.2. Figure 5.2(left) illustrates the sensor model for the VersusTech commercial
infrared badge systems. Such sensors provide no distance information, only information about the presence of a person within a certain range of the receiver. Accordingly,
an infrared measurement has a parametric Gaussian likelihood model of infrared range
(µ = 0, 2σ = 15f t) derived from experiments in which we verified the manufacturer’s
claims of a 15 foot range. Figure 5.2(right) shows the likelihood of observing a 4.5
meter ultrasound measurement for the different locations in the environment. Since
such time-of-flight sensors provide information about the distance between the sensor
and the person, the likelihood function is a ring around the location of the sensor.
The width of the ring represents the uncertainty in the measured distance and is represented by a Gaussian distribution centered at the measured distance. Furthermore,
since ultrasound sensors frequently produce measurements that are far from the true
distance due to reflections, all locations in the free space have a non-zero likelihood,
as indicated by the gray areas in the map.
KLD Adaptation SISR performance is determined by the number of samples. The min-
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Infrared Sensor

Ultrasound Sensor

Figure 5.2: Example sensor likelihood models for an infrared measurement (left) and a 4.5
meter ultrasound measurement (right) in our 30m x 30m office environment. Darker areas
represent higher likelihoods. Walls and other obstacles are drawn in white since they have
zero likelihood.
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imal number of samples needed to represent the distribution at each iteration is determined using a method called Kullback-Leibler distance (KLD) adaptive sampling.
KLD adaptation is the best-known-method in the literature to compute the minimum
sample count required to represent a distribution. We use KLD parameters shown
by Fox and colleagues to work well with our particular map sizes and motion models:
 = 0.1, ∆ = 0.5m, z1−δ = 0.99. Refer to [35] for more details about KLD adaptation.

Although motion and sensor models used in this case study’s particle filters are static and
defined a priori, given sufficient training data it would be possible to apply machine learning techniques such as Expectation Maximization (EM) to build better models and even to
adjust those models dynamically online. Learning represents a tradeoff between accuracy
and generality. Learning optimal models for an environment, for example the radio propagation characteristics or motion constraints of a particular building, can greatly increase
the algorithm’s accuracy in the environment represented in the training data, but naturally
decreases the generality of the implementation in environments outside the training data.

5.2

Accurate Location Estimation

In this section, we present an experiment comparing the accuracy of particle filters to that of
several common deterministic positioning algorithms. Particle filters should offer an accuracy improvement to well tuned deterministic approaches because particle filters degenerates
to deterministic approaches; a deterministic algorithm can be viewed as simply a particle
filter with one sample and an infinite or unconstrained motion model. For example, location
estimates from deterministic algorithms are able jump through walls and move in other such
unrealistic ways. A common tactic used to address these motion-modeling shortcomings in
deterministic algorithms is to augment them with various forms of smoothing. However,
our results show that although smoothing does improve the estimate, particle filters are still
more accurate because they can properly model motion and enforce map constraints.
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5.2.1

Experimental Setup

We have deployed location sensors throughout our building including, among others, a commercial infrared badge system from VersusTech, an ultrasound time-of-flight badge system
based on the MIT Cricket boards [78] , and a home-grown WiFi device positioning system.
Under normal operation, our distributed location service fuses measurements from all these
sensor technologies to track more than 30 lab residents as well as high-value and frequently
lost pieces of equipment.
Comparing the accuracies of position estimation algorithms requires knowing groundtruth, which is not available during normal operation. Therefore, for these experiments
we gathered measurement logs using a robot programmed to duplicate human-like motion.
The robot is not in any way part of the normal configuration or operation of the location
system. It is used only to collect sensor traces which also include ground truth for this
chapter’s experimental analyses. The alternative, the “starving student sensor”—having a
human wearing sensors continually click on a map to indicate their true position as they
walk about—is both tedious and error prone in comparison.
The robot is equipped with a scanning laser range-finder and can compute its position
to a few centimeters and its orientation to one degree. On top of the robot we mounted
the “scarecrow,” a pole simulating the height and torso of a human. On the scarecrow are
sensors consisting of an ultrasound badge, two types of infrared badges, RFID tags, and a
WiFi client device. Figure 5.3 shows a picture of the robot and scarecrow.
We used the robot-plus-scarecrow setup to generate several hours of measurement logs
covering our entire 900m2 office building. All results presented in this chapter are from
a 15 minute segment of this larger log. 15 minutes is sufficient length that results are
clear yet generalizable. The robot’s speed ranged from 0–2 meter per second, similar to
reasonable human walking speeds. The robot traveled to waypoints throughout the space
on routes generated by a path planner. A collision avoidance algorithm allowed it to avoid
people and other transient objects. Indeed, in the interest of realism we made no effort to
clear the environment of people and other objects. Finally, to duplicate human-like motion,
during data collection we would periodically override the path planner to make the robot
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WiFi PDA

Infrared Badges

Ultrasound Badge

RFID Tags

Laser for Robot Navigation
Figure 5.3: This robot gathered measurement trace logs which also include ground-truth
position information. The robot has a laser range-finder to compute its precise position.
The “scarecrow” on top simulates the torso height of a human. On the scarecrow is an
ultrasonic time-of-flight badge, two types of infrared proximity badges, RFID tags, and a
WiFi client device.
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accelerate, slow, stop and wait, turn, or “change its mind” by interjecting a new waypoint
into the plan.
Sensor measurements were logged at the normal rate for each technology. Infrared badges
beacon at approximately 0.5Hz, ultrasound badges at 3Hz. In both cases, packets may be
seen by multiple basestations or packets may be dropped if no basestation is visible due to
obstructions, packet collisions, or other interference. The ultrasound system is particularly
susceptible to packet collisions due to reflections that act to confuse its randomized scheduling algorithm. The infrared system is prone to dropped packets due to its lower beacon rate
and sparser basestation infrastructure. In total, the 15 minute log used in this chapter has
2932 ultrasound measurements and 537 infrared measurements from the scarecrow-mounted
sensors.

5.2.2

Algorithms We Compared

We compared the accuracy of particle filters as described in Section 5.1 to that of several
deterministic position estimation algorithms. Unlike particle filters, which only require a
new likelihood model for each type of sensor observation, deterministic algorithms must
typically be customized to each particular class of sensor. Therefore, for proper comparison we implemented three different classes of deterministic algorithms for use with beacon
technologies like infrared badges, distance sensor like ultrasound time-of-flight badges, and
hybrid approaches for fusion of multiple sensors.

Deterministic Beacon Algorithms
The algorithms in this section are used with proximity beacon technologies like the infrared
badges.

Point The estimate is placed at the same position as the sensor generating the latest
measurement. Point is the simplest algorithm for cellular location systems. Point
is used by most commercial infrared badge location systems and some commercial
cellular telephony location services.
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Correct Triangulation Estimate

Incorrect Centroid Estimate

Figure 5.4: Centroid-based algorithms fail to properly linear distance measurement because
the estimate should not be based on the position of the sensor.

Centroid The estimate is placed at the geometric centroid of the positions of the last c
sensors generating measurements. The value c is optimized offline to provide best
estimates for a given environment; e.g. c = 3 is best for our infrared badge system.

Smooth Centroid Like Centroid, except the latest s estimates are also weighted by their
age and positionally averaged to smooth the motion over a sliding window. Smooth
Centroid was the algorithm used by the SpotON ad hoc wireless location system [51].

Smooth Weighted Centroid Like Smooth Centroid, except the centroid position computation is weighted by the sensor likelihood models. Using this weighting, SWC can
take into account the error model of the sensors like the propagation characteristics of
infrared beacons. SWC is comparable to the centroid algorithm used by Bulusu and
colleagues to implement location estimation in ad hoc wireless mesh networks [18].
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Deterministic Distance Algorithms
The algorithms in this section are used with linear distance measurement technologies like
ultrasound time-of-flight badges. Linear distance measurements require a triangulation
algorithm. Centroid-based algorithms are not appropriate for sensors which measure linear
distances. Figure 5.4 shows a simple example of how centroid fails when applied to distance
measurement sensors.

Point Identical to the naı̈ve Point algorithm for used beacon technologies, the distance
measurement is ignored and the estimate is placed at the same position as the sensor
generating the measurement. Point will obviously perform poorly, but it is included
for comparison.
Triangulation Distance measurements from three distinct sensors are triangulated using
a constraint solver to find the point which minimizes the error between the actual and
measured distances to the three sensors.
Smooth Triangulation Like Triangulation, except the latest s estimates are also weighted
by their age and positionally averaged to smooth the motion over a sliding window.
The value of s is optimized offline. For these experiments, s = 10 yields the most
accurate results and is the value used for comparison.

Deterministic Fusion Algorithms
The approach to implementing fusion deterministically is to aggregate multiple deterministic
algorithms which are each appropriate for the types of sensors being fused. The two used
in this study are as follows:

Centroid-Triangulation (Averaged) The centroid and triangulation algorithms are run
for each type of sensor (centroid for proximity measurements, triangulation for distance measurements) and the individual estimates are positionally averaged to compute an overall result.
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Centroid-Triangulation (Ideal) As in the Centroid-Triangulation (Averaged) algorithm,
the centroid and triangulation algorithms are run for each type of sensor, but instead
of averaging the individual estimates the estimates is chosen which is closest to groundtruth. This Ideal version is of course not possible without knowing ground-truth so it
exists simply for experimental comparison.

5.2.3

Accuracy Results

Because a particle filter degenerates to a deterministic approach, the particle filter’s instantaneous position accuracy, computed as the weighted mean of its samples, should exceed
the estimate produced by the deterministic algorithms. Figures 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 illustrate
this result by comparing time-series point-estimate accuracy over the 15 minute trace log
for infrared alone, ultrasound alone, and for combined infrared and ultrasound. Figures 5.8,
5.9, and 5.10 show a cumulative distribution function of the same information. The trace
log and ground truth were the same for all runs and only the choice of algorithm was altered. The error value is the distance between the algorithm’s point-estimate of the most
likely position and the ground truth. These results support the conclusion that a properly
constructed particle filter will be at least as accurate as a well-tuned deterministic algorithm.
A primary weakness of deterministic approaches is they do not model motion. For example, location estimates from deterministic algorithms are able jump through walls, “teleport”
across large distances, and move in other unrealistic ways. A common tactic used to address these motion-modeling shortcomings in deterministic algorithms is to augment them
with various forms of smoothing. However, our results in Figures 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13 show
that although smoothing does improve the estimate, particle filters are still more accurate
because they can properly model motion and enforce map constraints. These graphs compare accumulated motion error over time using infrared alone, ultrasound alone, and mixed
infrared and ultrasound. The incremental error at each time step is the difference between
the estimated distance moved and the actual distance moved. A slower accumulation of
error implies that the algorithm better tracks the true motion dynamics of the object. The
particle filter excels in cumulative error reduction in all three graphs.
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Figure 5.5: This time-series shows algorithm accuracy over a 15 minute trace log of infrared
sensor measurements. Changes in accuracy are primarily caused by the robot’s movement
through areas with different amounts of infrared sensor coverage.
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Figure 5.6: This time-series shows algorithm accuracy over a 15 minute trace log of ultrasound sensor measurements. The drops in accuracy at 100sec and 600sec are caused by
the robot moving into an area of the environment with no ultrasound coverage. The triangulation approaches outperform the particle filters between the 600 and 700sec ultrasound
dropout due to an atypical situation. Without sensor input, deterministic approaches pin
the estimate to a single point when coverage is lost. Particle filters, however, continue to
estimate motion and the probability distribution spreads. In this case, the triangulation
approaches were lucky and the robot remained entirely in the nearby area. So, although
the particle filters technically maintained a better estimate during this dropout by continuing to spread the distribution, the deterministic triangulations have higher apparent point
accuracy.
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Figure 5.7: This time-series shows algorithm accuracy over a 15 minute trace log of fused
infrared and ultrasound sensor measurements. Notice how both deterministic and particle
filter fusion are able to eliminate the effect of losing ultrasound coverage shown previously
in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.8: This cumulative distribution compares the accuracy of several algorithms over
a 15 minute trace log of infrared sensor measurements.
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Figure 5.9: This cumulative distribution compares the accuracy of several algorithms over
a 15 minute trace log of ultrasound sensor measurements. Point and Centroid, though not
appropriate for handling distance measurements, are shown for comparison.
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Figure 5.10: This cumulative distribution compares the accuracy of several algorithms over
a 15 minute trace log of fused infrared and ultrasound sensor measurements. Although the
Centroid-Triangulation (Ideal) algorithm is comparable to particle filters and even slightly
exceeds particle filters around 50%, Centroid-Triangulation (Ideal) is not possible in general
without knowing ground-truth so it exists simply to for experimental comparison.
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Figure 5.11: This time-series shows the cumulative motion distance error of several algorithms over a 15 minute log of infrared measurements.
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Figure 5.12: This time-series shows the cumulative motion distance error of several algorithms over a 15 minute log of ultrasound measurements.
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Figure 5.13: This time-series shows the cumulative motion distance error several algorithms
over a 15 minute trace log of fusing both infrared and ultrasound measurements. The fact
that the Ideal triangulation exceeds the Averaged triangulation between 150 and 500 sec
is not inconsistent. The Averaged algorithm operates during this period with a constant
smooth offset error but a lower accuracy versus the Ideal algorithm which has lower error
(i.e. its estimate is closer to the true position) but more jitter.
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5.3

Practical Location Estimation

In this section we present performance results. Particle filters, like many probabilistic methods, often do require more computation time and memory than most simpler deterministic
position estimation algorithms like weighted centroids. However, as we show in this section,
performance is sufficient to make our particle filter implementation practical on real devices
used in ubiquitous computing. Specifically:
• The particle filter is practical on small devices. A modern PDA can position itself
using common sensors at a rate of approximately 0.5Hz using 1MB of memory. 0.5Hz
is a reasonable rate for locating humans or the devices they carry.
• Tablet and notebook-class devices can use the particle filter to estimate their position
using multiple sensing technologies at a high update rate.
• Particle filters can be used in “enterprise” sensing systems where many tagged objects
and people are tracked by central servers. A modern server can track upwards of 36
objects tagged with both infrared and ultrasound badges at a measurement rate of
0.5Hz per object.

Figure 5.14 summarizes the performance results. In the rest of this section, we deconstruct the respective time and space performance behind Figure 5.14 to illustrate the particle
filter’s practicality. At the end of the section we also present an enhancement to improve
performance by making assumptions about the graph-like structure of the environment.

5.3.1

Memory Usage

Particle filter performance is almost entirely determined by the number of samples needed to
accurately represent the probability distribution. Recall from Section 5.1 that each step of
SISR uses KLD adaptation to adjust the number of samples to the minimum number needed
to represent the belief. Figures5.15 and 5.16 show a time-series and cumulative distribution
of the KLD-adaptive sample counts and memory usage from our 15-minute trace log. Our
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Figure 5.14: This graph shows the particle filter’s performance on real devices. Bars show
the measurement rates that can be maintained in real time for different sensor technologies
on four different hardware platforms. This graph combines the average number of samples required under each sensor technology (Figure 5.16) with the time-performance results
(Figure 5.19).
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Figure 5.15: This time-series plot shows the number of particles (left y-axis) and memory
required (right y-axis) over the length of a 15 minute trace log for representing the position
estimate computed by different sensor technologies.

space-optimized implementation of particle filters tracking in 3D requires approximately
500 kilobytes of constant memory plus 120 bytes per sample. For comparison, Figure 5.17
shows the sample count and memory needed to represent several reference distributions
with a particle filter. Finally, Figure 5.18 summarizes the overall memory performance of
particle filters on real trace logs for different sensor technologies. From these graphs we
can conclude that on common ubiquitous computing sensor technologies, particle filters can
have modest memory requirements of 1-2MB easily met by even PDA-class devices.
5.3.2

Time Performance

Figure 5.19 shows the computation time required to perform SISR update on particle filters
of different sizes on different platforms. As expected, computational performance scales linearly in the number of particles. Future increases in processor speed will linearly increase the
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Figure 5.16: This cumulative distribution show the KLD-adaptive sample counts (bottom
x-axis) and memory requirements (top x-axis) for a 15 minute trace log under different
sensor technologies.
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Figure 5.17: This plot shows the number of particles (left y-axis) and memory required
(right y-axis) to represent several well-known reference distributions.
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Mean Particles Needed using Different Technologies on Real Data
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Figure 5.18: The bars show the mean number of particles (left y-axis) and memory required
(right y-axis) to represent the position estimates computed under different sensor technologies. These values summarize several trace logs including the one shown in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.19: This graph shows the computation time needed for SISR update on different hardware platforms ranging from a small PDA to a Pentium-4 Hyperthreading server.
Particle filters scale computationally linearly in the number of particles.

measurement rate or number of trackable objects in a server architecture. Table 5.1 shows
the linear fit parameters of m ∗ x + b fitted to the time-performance curves in Figure 5.19.

5.3.3

Performance Enhancement using Voronoi Graphs

Particle filters are quite effective at estimating reasonable location information even from
very inaccurate sensors by integrating measurements over time as in Figure 5.1. However,
particle filters can be used even more efficiently by constraining the possible locations. More
specifically, we can constrain the state space to locations on a Voronoi graph, which is a
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Table 5.1: Linear fit parameters of time-performance curves.
platform

m

b

residual RMS

3.2GHz Hyperthreading P4 Server

0.0123801

0.968745

3.61466

1.8GHz P4 Desktop

0.0227142

1.00544

6.80188

600MHz P3 Tablet

0.052854

-0.688987

13.777

400MHz XScale PDA

0.807623

-4.90896

5.38877

Initial

Infrared

Ultrasound

Figure 5.20: Particle filter constrained to a Voronoi graph structure. The reduction in the
state space can increase the performance of the particle filters.

graph structure similar to a skeleton of the free space of an environment. The key advantage
of such graphs is that they naturally represent typical motion along the main axes of the
environment. This technique differs from a topological approach because it maintains high
precision in the location estimate—the particles can flow freely along the edges of the graph
in contrast to the discrete probabilities stored only at the graph nodes in a topological
approach such as [60].
An visualization of using particle filters on Voronoi graphs is shown in Figure 5.20.
The Voronoi graph is indicated by the lines in the first frame and the sequence is based on
identical data as Figure 5.1 using unconstrained particle filters. We found that such Voronoi
graph tracking results in better estimates using far fewer particles. This is collaborative work
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and more details can be found in our paper [62]. Experimentally measuring the details of
the performance improvement of Voronoi particle filters in comparison to several other
algorithms under different sensor technologies is the subject of current work.
5.4

Flexible Location Estimation

Beyond the accuracy properties and practical performance demonstrated in the previous
sections, probabilistic approaches like particle filters are flexible in that they support fusion
of multiple types of sensors. Figure 5.21 shows the benefits of sensor fusion using particle
filters with infrared badges, ultrasound badges, and both. Note that unlike Figures 5.8,
5.9, and 5.10, this figure compares particle filters to particle filters so the error is rootmean-square error instead of point error. From this graph we can see that using both
sensor technologies preserves the accuracy of the more precise technology and can decrease
the standard deviation below the level of either technology alone. Figure 5.22 shows a
cumulative distribution of the same information. Sensor fusion capability gives location
system builders the flexibility to deploy heterogeneous sensing hardware in order to minimize
cost, increase reliability, or increase coverage.
5.5

Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented an in-depth case study demonstrating a particle filter
can be an accurate, practical, and flexible location estimation technique for ubiquitous
computing. From these results, we conclude that particle filters are an excellent choice for
implementing the Location Stack’s Fusion layer.
Accuracy Particle filter offer an accuracy improvement over deterministic algorithms because they can much better estimate motion and incorporate environmental constraints.
Practicality Probabilistic methods do require more computation and memory than deterministic algorithms, but our analyses show that particle filter’s performance is sufficient for real scenarios on real devices ranging from small handhelds to large servers.
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Figure 5.21: This 15 minute time-series illustrates sensor fusion: particle filters can combine
heterogeneous sensor measurements and achieve the accuracy of the best technology at
any given time. The y-axis shows root-mean-square error. Between 100 and 200sec when
ultrasound error increases, particle filters adopt the characteristics of the infrared sensors.
The reverse can be seen between 300 and 350sec.
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Figure 5.22: This CDF illustrates sensor fusion: particle filters can combine heterogeneous
sensor measurements and achieve the accuracy of the best technology at any given time.
The fact that the infrared slightly exceeds the fusion curve below 50% suggests that there
may be room for further sensor models improvements. For example, it could be that the
ultrasound model is too aggressive causing an increase in the fused error when an ultrasound
measurement error occurs with more actual error than the model represents.
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Flexibility Particle filters’ affordance for sensor fusion lets developers choose heterogeneous sensing hardware to minimize cost, increase reliability, or increase coverage as
needed.
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Chapter 6
FLEXIBLE LOCATION ESTIMATION: ARRANGEMENTS,
CONTEXT, AND HIGH-LEVEL LEARNING

Probabilistic methods like particle filters inherently estimate the actual probability distribution of a location estimate instead of simply a single-point “you-are-here” estimate
like deterministic approaches. This completeness combined with reasonable accuracy and
performance makes particle filters ideal to implement the Location Stack’s Fusion layer as
the previous chapter demonstrated. However, probabilistic methods like Bayes filters are
also beneficial to higher layer of the Location Stack. For example, they enable probabilistic
versions of established spatial reasoning queries such as containment and proximity. This
enhancement allows applications developers to extend user interfaces to indicate the system’s confidence in its inference and the viability of alternative hypotheses. It also enables
machine learning of higher-level information like context and activities.
In this chapter we show the flexibility of applying probabilistic methods to implement
the upper layers of the Location Stack. We show the advantage of probabilistic arrangements queries, demonstrate a technique to include sensors which lack identity information
about the objects in their purview—specifically how to fuse anonymous but highly accurate
scanning laser range-finders with identity-certain but comparatively less accurate infrared
and ultrasound badge systems, and discuss a method of using graph-like structures of environments for unsupervised learning of long-term motion patterns. The chapter concludes
with a discussion of work on human activity inference at the highest Activities layer of the
Location Stack.

6.0.1

Probability and the Arrangements Layer

Particle filters’ support of spatial reasoning such as containment and proximity enables
probabilistic versions of established location programming models. Because particle filters
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inherently represent the probability distributions of estimates, applications developers can
enhance user interfaces to indicate the system’s confidence in its inference and the viability
of alternative hypotheses (i.e. a 95% chance the user is walking down the sidewalk and a
5% chance they are driving a car down the street).
Using particle filters for position estimation makes it easy to implement the Arrangements layer spatial reasoning abstractions desired by ubiquitous computing systems. A
proximity engine can compute statistics relating multiple objects by comparing pair-wise
distances of the objects’ particles. A proximity query returns the estimated distance between two objects along with a confidence value or the probability that two objects are
within or at least a distance d from one another. A containment engine can compute the
probability that one or more objects are in a room by simply counting the proportion of
particles inside the geometric volume of the polygon delineating the room. Containment is
illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Containment and proximity built on particle filters provide a probabilistic implementation of the Arrangements layers seen in many ubiquitous computing location systems such as
the “programming with space” metaphor used by location systems such as AT&T’s Sentient
Computing project [2].

6.1

People Tracking with Anonymous and ID Sensors

A disadvantage of common ID sensors such as ultrasound badges is their limited accuracy.
One the other hand, sensors such as scanning laser range-finders provide highly accurate
location estimates, but no information about a person’s identity. This section presents
our novel approach to tracking multiple objects that combines the accuracy benefits of
anonymous sensors and the identification certainty of ID-sensors. This work was previously
published in at IJCAI 2003 and was conducted in collaboration with other UW researchers
[90].
A laser range-finder, shown in Figure 6.2, operates by emitting a 180 degree planer
sweep of 181 beams of infrared light, measuring the time it takes each beam to reflect off an
opaque object and return to the source, and using these timings to compute the length of
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Object: Lisa G.
P(N Cube 2)=0.562
P(N Hallway)=0.476
P(N Cube 3)=0.086

Figure 6.1: A containment query on a snapshot of 6 people tracked by a multi-sensor
location system. The callout shows probabilities for the position of “Lisa G.”, the person
most likely in the middle upper room. Using particle filters, containment in a room can
be computed simply by counting the proportion of particles inside the room’s geometric
volume.
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Figure 6.2: A scanning infrared laser range-finder made by SICK AG.

each beam through free space. The output is a planar contour of the environment accurate
to nearly one centimeter. Figure 6.3 shows one scan captured from a laser mounted chest
high on the wall of a real indoor environment.
Although laser scanners are extremely accurate, they provide no information about objects’ identities. Sensors like infrared and ultrasound badges are far less accurate but they
can provide exact identity information for every object with a badge. This work seeks to
fuse these two very different types of data to achieve the accuracy of laser measurements
with the identity certainty of badge systems. Figure 6.4 illustrates the problem of tracking
multiple people with anonymous and ID sensors. The solid and dotted lines are trajectories of person A and B, respectively. As they walk, the anonymous sensor observes their
locations frequently. Initially, their identity is unknown but they are separated enough to
be tracked reliably using the anonymous sensor. Until they reach ID-sensor areas 3 and
4, both trajectories have the same probability of belonging to either person A or B. After
passing through the coverage of ID-sensors 3 and 4, the ambiguity is resolved and the ID’s
of both trajectories are determined. Then, after the paths cross there is confusion about the
continuation of the two tracks. When the people leave the light gray area, the anonymous
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Laser Range
Finders
Detected
People

Figure 6.3: This figure shows one scan captured from a SICK laser range-finder mounted
chest high on the wall of a real indoor environment. People obstructing the beams cause a
“shadow” and can easily be distinguished from the static background.
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Figure 6.4: This figure illustrates tracking multiple people with both anonymous and ID
sensors The blue circles indicate areas covered by ID sensors such as infrared receivers.
Since these sensors provide no information about the person’s location within the circle
area, two people in the same area can not be distinguished. Not shown is an additional
anonymous sensor such as a laser range-finder providing accurate location information of
the entire scene at a high rate, but no IDs.

sensor can not determine which trajectory to associate with which person. This problem
is known as the data association problem in the multitarget tracking community [8]. Were
there no ID-sensors, it would be impossible to resolve the identity ambiguity. However, in
our scenario the ambiguity can be resolved as soon as the people reach the areas covered by
ID-sensors 5 and 6. To do so, however, it is necessary to maintain the hypotheses for both
possible track continuations, A going down and B going up, or B going down and A going
up.
To solve the identity estimation problem we apply a combination of particle filters and
Kalman filters, closely related to multi-hypothesis tracking. The idea is to track individual
people using Kalman filters, which is possible due to the accuracy of laser range-data.
Multiple hypotheses regarding the identities of people are maintained by a particle filter,
where each particle is one hypothesis for the identity of each tracked person. Put differently,
each particle is a collection of Kalman filters annotated with identities.
Rao-Blackwellised particle filters are used to estimate object locations. Each particle
represents the association history between Kalman filtered object tracks and observations.
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After using only anonymous sensors until ID estimates are certain enough, ID assignments
are sampled as well resulting in a fully Rao-Blackwellised particle filter over both object
tracks and ID assignments. Our approach was implemented and tested successfully using
data collected in an indoor environment. See our paper for more description and mathematical details [90].
The resulting approach is able to track multiple people and their identities. Figure 6.5
the data set used for evaluation of the approach. It covers six people, each of whom moved
between 230 and 410 meters. In this challenging log, people’s paths frequently cross and
there are situations in which up to four people are occluded to the laser range-finders by
other people, yet our approach successfully estimates both the location and identity of each
person.

6.2

Learning Motion Patterns using Topological Graphs

The Voronoi graph method shown in Chapter 5 to increase the performance of particle filters
can also be used to learn high-level motion patterns of a person such as “person A typically
goes into the printer room when she walks down hallway 3.” The method is as follows:
Count the transition frequencies every time a particle reaches a graph node. By applying
Expectation Maximization to learn typical motion flow of particles along Voronoi graphs
of the environment—much like learning “wear lines” in the carpet. The learned motion is
then used both to improve the object’s motion models and to predict the destination of
a moving object based on its learned motion pattern. More details can be found in our
previous publication on this subject [62].

6.3

Applications and Activity Inference

Obviously, having probability distributions for location and spatial arrangements provides
important information to applications. Application builders can exploit probability information to add understandability to user interfaces. When the system infers that a user is in
a particular room, engaged in a certain activity, or existing in a specific context, it can also
present traceability information such as: Why did the system make that inference? How
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Figure 6.5: Our mixed ID-anonymous approach can track the trajectories and identities of
six people moving through the environment.
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sure is the system of the inference it made? What are the alternatives the system considered
and with what probability? Applications developers can enhance user interfaces to indicate
the system’s confidence in its inference and the viability of alternative hypotheses. For
example, our handheld mapping interface shows the set of rooms in which the user may be
located and can use color or opacity cues to indicate the system’s belief in each hypothesis.
Probability distributions also enable learning of high-level features beyond location. As
their input priors, machine learning algorithms usually need to know the true probability
distributions of location estimates and spatial relationships. For example, Patterson et. al
[73] show how to augment particle filters with the additional structure of a dynamic Bayesian
network (DBN) allowing the estimation of mode of transportation in a city (walk, car,
bus) based on a stream of GPS positions. Liao and colleagues extended this work further
using DBNs to also learn user’s typical destinations and routes. Their system, dubbed
“Opportunity Knocks,” then applies model selection to detect when the user deviates from
past paths while enroute to a destination, e.g. to assist elderly users with cognitive decline
complete common errands. Their technique for learning and detecting deviation is quite
effective and robust [63, 74].
Because of all these affordances, we believe it stands to reason that particle filters are
an enabling technology not just to location, but to ongoing ubiquitous computing work on
learning significant locations and motion patterns [6] and inferring situational context other
than location [40].
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Chapter 7
FUTURE WORK

7.1

Probabilistic Estimation Techniques

In the future, we seek to further increase particle filters’ performance on computationally
limited devices by extending Kwok and colleagues’ recent work on adaptive real-time particle
filters [61] to take into account the characteristics of ubiquitous computing environments,
particularly to relax their assumption of fixed sensor measurement rates.
More broadly, we plan to blend particle filters with additional probabilistic techniques
such as Kalman filters, multi-hypothesis tracking, Rao-Blackwellized particle filters, and
others. Many of these algorithmic variations have characteristics similar to basic particle
filters but they are better suited for complex high-level learning problems such as inferring
human activities. For example, complex estimation problems often require structured versions of Bayes filters, like dynamic Bayesian networks. Through these efforts we hope to
bring to location-aware computing the same probabilistic power of representing uncertainty
at different levels of abstractions that particle filters have brought to location estimation.

7.2

Bringing Location-enhanced Computing to the Masses

For location-enhanced computing to have a significant impact it needs to get in the hands of
a significant number of users. In our view, this mass deployment requires two activities: (a)
development of industry standards and (b) creation of a suite of useful location applications
with extremely low barrier to entry.

7.2.1

Standards

Standards for representing and communicating location information must be solidified in
a way which includes emerging algorithmic technologies. Current standards efforts include
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the Mobile Location Protocol (MLP) from the Location Working Group (formerly known
as the Location Interoperability Forum) of the Open Mobile Alliance
(http://openmobilealliance.org. MLP is an application-level XML protocol for transmitting the position of mobile devices. The Parlay Group’s Open Service Access (OSA)
interface (http://parlay.org) also provides a standard way to access the location of devices in wireless networks.
MLP and OSA are representative of current standards efforts: the activity is heavily
dominated by issues in support of location services in the cellular telephone and enterprise
markets. Evolving standards must be careful not to accidentally hinder or preclude interesting work at the higher layers of the Location Stack. For example, many of the proposed
standards do not take into account measurement uncertainty in a descriptive way. In doing so they potentially miss the substantial opportunities we have demonstrated in this
dissertation for probabilistic approaches like particle filters.
A major standardization of location information is coming in Microsoft’s next operating system release code named “Longhorn.” Longhorn contains an explicit programming
interface for location information. The Location Stack work has actually had an impact
on the Longhorn location model. The Intel engineers who built the ULF system interacted
with Microsoft’s program management for location in Longhorn and argued the case for
the inclusion of mechanisms for handling uncertainty information. Consequently, Longhorn
contains some features roughly indicative of the Location Stack for abstracting sensors and
handling sensor error.

7.2.2

Easy location applications: The Place Lab project

For location-aware computing to be a success, we must create applications which have value
to real people in everyday life. Based on the breadth of our experience examining location
systems and technology, we believe there is no single “killer application” for location-aware
computing. A killer application is a single dominating use that provides primary consumer
demand and motivates the development of underlying technologies. Rather, we believe that
the way to increase the value of location-aware computing is to build up a set of many
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low-complexity and a few medium-complexity applications. In the aggregate, this suite of
applications may have the same effect as a killer application.
This philosophy of many simple applications is the driving goal of the Place Lab research
project (http://www.placelab.org). Place Lab provides software allowing any WiFi client
device to estimate its position by passively listening for access point beacons and looking up
beacons in locally cached snapshots of a global access point position database. Place Lab is
built according to the Location Stack and uses the probabilistic algorithms discussed in this
dissertation to perform both the client’s private position calculations and the databases’
access point position estimation. Client positioning accuracy with Place Lab is approximately 50m. The access point database is community-built by users who volunteer the logs
of the access points they encounter. Place Lab supports devices ranging from full-fledged
notebook computers to small PDA and cell phone devices.
An example of a low-complexity but highly useful application built on Place Lab is
the Place-Bar wrapper to Google Local. Google Local is a service provided by the Google
search engine. It allows users to enter search terms in one text box and a description of their
location in another box. The search results returned are those relevant to that particular
location. For example, entering the query “bank” and the location zip code “98103” returns
a list of many web pages about banking in my neighborhood. The Place-Bar provides a
simple toolbar wrapper to Google Local. It provides a single text box for entering search
terms and then three buttons to search by zip code, city, or precise latitude-longitude
position. The location information sent with the search terms by pressing each of these
buttons is filled in automatically by the location system. Of course, saving the user from
having to type their location is only a marginal time-saver, but over many uses of Google
Local this small savings will add up and yield significant benefit from the location-aware
capabilities of the Place-Bar application.

7.3

Place as Distinct from Coordinates

At the Contextual Fusion layer, many emerging proactive applications want to reason about
“place” instead of or in addition to coordinates. Relying on manually defining places, while
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Figure 7.1: The Place-Bar is an example of simple low-complexity application of location
information. Pressing the three buttons automatically sends the user’s current zip code,
city, or precise latitude-longitude position from the location system, thus saving the user
the effort to enter that information manually.
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useful, does not scale to ubiquitous deployment. This section defines place and challenges
the research community with learning and labeling places automatically.
Sensor fusion systems such as those built on the Location Stack provide a technologyindependent location interface and allow probabilistic queries for objects’ geometric positions and relationships. Applications like moving-map navigation and distance-aware buddy
lists can easily be built on such infrastructure. However, emerging applications require a
more symbolic notion: place. Generically, place is a human-readable labeling of positions.
A more rigorous definition is an evolving set of both communal and personal labels for potentially overlapping geometric volumes. An object contained in a volume is reported to be
in that place. This programming model maps well to event-driven application programming
and is used by most existing location-aware computing systems.
Current approaches require manual definition of places. We must, by hand, delineate
and label my neighborhood, property, rooms, furniture, and service areas of my devices, for
example, the area in which each of my display screens is visible. Then we can add specific
semantics to build applications. Manual definition does not scale. Instead, ubiquitous
deployment requires automatically learning significant regions and semantically labeling
them as places. We pose these two challenges to the location research community and
discuss work in progress.

7.3.1

Predicting Places from Maps and Behavior

The world has static structure such as roads, parks, buildings, rooms, and hallways. Maps
capture this information well. The world also has dynamic physical constraints observable
indirectly through the motion and behavior of people and other entities. For example,
people congregate in certain places at certain times, there are travel congestion points, and
certain paths and are commonly taken from A to B. The challenge is to augment maps of
physical features with the dynamic data to, over time, suggest geometric regions which are
good candidates to label as places.
Promising work in this area uses automatic integration of maps, geographic information
systems (GIS) data, and location system sensor logs. By looking over time at where users
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go, how long they spend there, and who else is around the system can learn the hubs of
activity for each user. For example, the work in [73] applies this approach to learning typical
modes and routes of transportation around a metropolitan area. In indoor environments,
[62] shows how to compute the graph-like structure of rooms and hallways from maps to
improve the performance of location estimation and enable path prediction. Also, the
robotics community has explored the problem of automatically dissecting grid-based maps
through robot exploration to learn detailed features and topological layout [89, 94]. More
recently in ubiquitous computing, Ashbrook and Starner have demonstrated a technique
to learn significant locations and predict movement across multiple using GPS trace logs
[6]. Kang et. al have built a similar system using Place Lab instead of GPS, the advantage
being that Place Lab, unlike GPS, continues to provide location information when users are
indoors. Having both indoor and outdoor sensing enables richer discovery of places [56].

7.3.2

Labeling Places

Labeling a geometric region assigns it semantics and can help prune and improve place
predictions. More importantly, a label directly represents the places demographic, environmental, historic, personal, or commercial significance and is the desired abstraction for
emerging location-aware computing applications. Manually labeling places does not scale
so the research challenge is once again to automate the process. Labeling places is often
referred to as incorporating relational information by the machine learning community.
Simple automated place labeling is already commercialized. Merging web data such as
postal addresses with maps enables “Nearest-X” services where, for example, I can map and
route myself to “coffee places” offering nearby purchase of espresso beverages—perhaps of a
specific brand. Nearest-X services are useful, but they assume the learning input is mostly
static and there is only a single type of place. New research seeks to relax both assumptions.

Labeling Places by Inferring Activities
This research seeks to automatically label places by inferring people’s activities in those
places. For example, a library is where people select and read books, a kitchen is where
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they cook food and wash dishes, and an office is where they use the computer, copier, and
telephone. The System for Human Activity Recognition and Prediction (SHARP) at Intel
Research Seattle is research applicable to this space. SHARP infers users’ activities from
knowledge of recently touched physical objects which are tagged with cheap radio frequency
identification stickers and sensed by a hand-worn short-range reader. SHARP mines the
web offline to build activity models and object-activity correlation probabilities, then can
predict activities in real-time using a dynamic Bayes net sampling technique [77, 75].
SHARP is interesting because it also can consume place information and may be considered an application of place. The basic isTouching(object,time) primitive is easily augmented with isAt(place,time) and the web mining extended to populate place-activity correlation probabilities. Considering SHARP an application is valuable because it highlights
an important requirement for the place programming interface: The interface should be
capable of answering both “What place labels are associated with my current coordinates?”
and “What is the probability I am currently is in a place of type P?”

Labeling Places using Grassroots Contributors
Another research path starts by observing that the aggregate of many people periodically
labeling their positions is a global place database. For example, if I occasionally provide a
name quick or description of my coordinates, over time we can learn significant places by
aggregating my labels with those contributed by other people. There are three challenges
to labeling places using grassroots contributors:

1. Collaborative Filtering. Like collaborative filtering for eCommerce web sites, a usercontributor place database must be robust to both incongruous and manipulative
contributions. Meeting this challenge requires new research into combining reputation management with machine learning and location sensing. For example, much like
Googles PageRank algorithm foils attempts to artificially inflate a given web page’s
search results, a place database must inherently resist similar attempts at manipulation by commercial or other interests.
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2. Data Management. Making a scalable grassroots data management service for place
information can call on the substantial expertise in the systems and databases communities around distributed peer-to-peer data management. It also requires developing
the schemas and ontology of place data. For example, knowing that diner, restaurant,
and International House of Pancakes are comparable entities allows refinement of the
region in question.
3. Human Interface. Grassroots place contributor research must pay careful attention to
interaction issues such as: What are the incentives for contributing to the communal
database? How simple and transparent is the process of adding a place name? How
are privacy concerns allayed?
Automatically predicting and labeling places is important because manual methods do
not scale. Success in this research will enable more ubiquitous deployment of location
technology and pave the way for revolutionary new location-aware computing applications
which can reason about place instead of coordinates. To inform the work, we must create
more applications which use place as a primary input for higher level inference, and, to
evaluate scalability, it is critical these applications be widely deployed and have value to
real users outside the research lab.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSION

Emerging location-aware computing applications have inspired the development of many
systems and technologies mentioned in this dissertation to automatically locate people, devices, and other objects. These systems have tradeoffs along many axes including physical
versus symbolic representation, absolute versus relative coordinates, accuracy, scale, cost,
identity capability, and software interfaces. In addition, any sensor which measures physical phenomena will always have some amount of quantifiable error in its measurements.
Therefore, making location-aware computing a reality requires ways to operate on location information which handle multiple uncertain sensor measurements under a common
programming interface.
Through a four-part research approach, we have confirmed Thesis A of this dissertation:
a six-layered model of standard abstractions and interfaces is better than current stove-piped
and data-driven methods of building location systems. First, we surveyed existing location
systems and technologies to define the six-layer Location Stack. The Location Stack takes a
higher level view and improves on previous integrated and data-driven design methodologies
by examining common patterns across a wide variety of location-aware computing systems.
Next, we showed initial utility of the Location Stack by refactoring two existing systems
which were not built using the Location Stack to demonstrate the increased flexibility they
achieved using six layers of abstraction. Then, we built the Enterprise Indoor Location
System to demonstrate the new capabilities afforded by the Location Stack, namely EILS
can perform sensor fusion of more location technologies under a single interface than has
been done before. Finally, we let the community adopt the Location Stack to study others’
experiences. In particular, we studied Intel’s engineers adoption of the Location Stack in
building a multi-sensor location-aware mobile computing product. The Intel study showed
that the Location Stack’s abstractions allowed engineers to structure their code very flexibly,
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to avoid pitfalls such as the dependence on the properties of particular sensing technology,
and, as they were moving to product, to quickly and easily add Bluetooth sensing technology
to the devices without any major modifications to the code or system architecture.
In the second part of this dissertation, we have shown a case study of using particle
filters, a version of Bayes filters, to compute objects’ positions in the EILS multi-sensor
indoor location system. Results of this study support three conclusions. First, particle
filters improve the accuracy and utility of common deterministic algorithms by modeling
motion and providing a probability distribution of the location estimate. Second, although
particle filters do require more computation and memory than deterministic algorithms,
their performance is sufficient for real devices ranging from small handhelds to large servers.
Third, particle filters’ affordance for sensor fusion lets developers choose heterogeneous
sensing hardware to minimize cost, increase reliability, or increase coverage as needed. These
results all support accepting Thesis B of this dissertation: particle filtering, an estimation
technique popularized by the robotics community, is a good location sensing and fusion
technique for ubiquitous computing.
Confirming both Thesis A and Thesis B implies that a particle filter implementation
of the Location Stack’s Fusion layer makes for an effective location system for ubiquitous
computing. Moreover, we have shown additional evidence that probabilistic methods like
particle filters are also beneficial to the higher level Arrangements, Contextual Fusion, and
Activities layers of the Location Stack. A probabilistic Fusion layer enables probabilistic
versions of established spatial reasoning queries such as containment and proximity at the
Arrangements layer. This enhancement allows applications developers to extend user interfaces to indicate the system’s confidence in its inference and the viability of alternative
hypotheses. It also enables machine learning of higher-level information like context and
activities. Specifically, we have demonstrated a technique to fuse anonymous but highly
accurate scanning laser range-finders with identity-certain but comparatively less accurate
infrared and ultrasound badge systems. We also presented a method of using graph-like
structures of environments for unsupervised learning of long-term motion patterns and
goals.
The Location Stack is almost certainly not the final word in location system design
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abstractions. A useful layering like the Location Stack is simply one important step toward
the goal of establishing location as a fundamental system service, the way we now think
of processing, storage, authentication, communication, and graphics. Taking a historical
perspective reveals that the evolution of many new computing services follows a similar
timeline: an area is suffering from disorganized software with little reuse, software written
to specific hardware, and few if any higher-level abstractions to speak of. Research comes
along which examines the breadth of existing systems and proposes abstractions, often
a layered architecture. The abstractions are iteratively refined into a useful framework
for building systems. Upon deployment in real systems, well-justified violations of the
layering appear as factors like quality-of-service want to probe and control the behavior
of lower layers. In the Location Stack, Intel’s commercial adoption revealed such crosscutting concerns like the desire to save power by reducing the sampling rate of WiFi sensors
when the Fusion layer can achieve sufficient accuracy from other sensors. In addition,
hardware and algorithms continue to improve. Eventually the confluence of these two
forces causes a break in some of the layering, resulting in a new architecture standardized
at lower levels by a set of system calls and data formats and at the higher levels by a
set of application design patterns. As higher levels of abstraction become more accepted,
the programming languages community also gets involved and starts to seek convenient
syntax as well as more declarative and type-safe ways of expressing important concepts.
For example, for the location estimation work described in this dissertation, perhaps the
evolutionary programming language contribution will be a new set of language constructs
and metaphors for operating on probability distributions as first-class types.
It stands to reason that the Location Stack fits this evolutionary template by providing
the necessary first step toward the goal of making location a standard computing service.
The next step is to evaluate one or more “whole-stack” systems to the level of detail we have
done for Intel ULF’s adoption of the lower layers. While the lower layers’ functions are clear
and have been explored and evaluated extensively in this dissertation, the ideal breakdown
of the upper layers (Contextual Fusion and Activities) is itself somewhat uncertain. Few
location-aware computing systems have been built which take sensor information all the
way up to contextual fusion so there is little precedent from which to design the interfaces.
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Yet we believe these layers will be the standard interfaces through which most emerging
applications will access location information. Determining appropriate APIs is an important
area of ongoing research. These APIs will emerge as more applications are developed on
top of standard infrastructure.
To make inroads on these higher layers, we are collaborating with the SHARP project
at Intel Research Seattle and the Assisted Cognition research group at UW. SHARP seeks
to build “a system that enables widely applicable activity inferencing, widely applicable
across a great range of activities, a great range of contexts (place, time, settings), and
a great range of variations in performance (accommodating interruption, abandonment,
interleaving, flexible tasks, group tasks, etc.)” [77]. Assisted Cognition is building novel
computer systems that will enhance the quality of life of people suffering from Alzheimer’s
Disease and similar cognitive disorders [58]. Our goal for these collaborations is to design
general interfaces for the Context and Activities layer based on usage patterns of the existing
Fusion and Arrangements layers in support of these higher level learning tasks. An example
project of the Assisted Cognition group is the Activity Compass, a location-aware hand-held
computer which assists Alzheimer sufferers in carrying out their daily routine [72]. Its user
interface is a simple arrow directing the user to a location based on the inferred goal. The
Activity Compass approach is to learn a model of daily activities from long term data logs
of location and other information.
In addition to the Location Stack itself, this dissertation has provided the community
with several useful artifacts. Our probabilistic location library for implementing the Location Stack using particle filters is publicly available. It has been downloaded over 350 times
and has been adopted commercially by Intel. We have also produced the Enterprise Indoor
Location System (EILS), a complete set of services and tools for operating a ubiquitous
computing-style indoor location system. EILS supports the operation and fusion of more
sensors then any other previous system.
With decreasing costs of silicon and wireless connectivity, location systems will become
increasingly common. Based on the preponderance of evidence considered in this dissertation it stands to reason that the Location Stack framework combined with a probabilistic
implementation using particle filters is an excellent way to approach the design and imple-
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mentation of location-aware computing systems for ubiquitous computing. Furthermore,
we strongly believe that probabilistic techniques shown to be useful for location estimation
also have tremendous potential for more general inference problems in mobile computing.
Location estimation is just the beginning of connecting machine reasoning such as Bayesian
filtering techniques to a wealth of raw sensor data. The full power of such techniques lies
in the ability to represent uncertainty at different levels of abstractions, thereby enabling
truly context-aware computing.
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